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For Muslims
in Arab world,
Ramadan is
unlike any before
The usually festive spirit of the month
is weighed down by wariness about the
spread of the coronavirus pandemic in a
region already concerned about armed
conflict and economic crises.
The Arab Weekly staff

Tunis

T

he majority-Muslim population of the Arab world
began observing the rites
of the holy month of Ramadan April 24 and 25. But from the
empty streets around the region,
you would not know it is Ramadan.
The traditionally festive spirit
of the month is marred by wariness about the spread of coronavirus in a region already burdened
with armed conflict and economic
crises.
Fasting during Ramadan is one of
the five pillars of Islam and normally means more than just abstention
from food and drink from dawn
to sunset. It is usually a month of
social celebration and communal
worship.
But this year, most mosques
are shuttered, collective prayers
banned and family reunions
strongly discouraged.
In the days preceding Ramadan,

most religious authorities in the
Muslim world, including Saudi
Arabia’s Grand Mufti Sheikh Abdulaziz Al al-Sheikh, ruled that
there should be no congregational
prayers during Ramadan and Eid,
the holiday that marks the end of
the fast.
Nothing epitomised the unusual mood more than the closure
of Saudi Arabia’s two holy sites
— Mecca’s Grand Mosque and the
Prophet’s Mosque in Medina — to
worshippers during the day due
to sanitary precautions. Evening
prayers (taraweeh) in Mecca are
limited to clerics and staff.
“It pains me to welcome the glorious month of Ramadan under
circumstances that forbid us from
prayers in mosques,” said Saudi
King Salman bin Abdulaziz Al Saud,
on the eve of Ramadan.
Only a few clerics wearing face
masks attended the first Friday
prayers of Ramadan at the al-Aqsa
Mosque in Jerusalem, instead of
the thousands of worshippers usually drawn to the mosque. Prayer
sessions were broadcast live on TV

Praying at home. Clerics and staff perform taraweeh prayers at the Kaaba in the Grand Mosque on the
first day of the holy month of Ramadan, in the holy city of Mecca, Saudi Arabia, April 24.
(Reuters)
instead. “We ask God to have mercy on us and all of humanity and to
save us from this lethal pandemic,”
said the imam.
Many Muslims looked for ways
around the unprecedented restrictions by organising virtual interfaith iftars and praying together via
social media.
As they stayed at home, people
watched some of the TV series that
were completed just in time for
Ramadan’s captive audiences, despite restrictions on shooting as the
coronavirus reached Arab capitals.
Many Arab countries have reduced the time under curfews to
allow people to break their fast at
home. In parts of the United Arab
Emirates, cafes, restaurants and
shopping malls have been allowed

to partially reopen during Ramadan. Some public transportation
has resumed.
But overall, restrictions on movement and gatherings remained the
rule in the Arab world and it was
not possible for most families to
visit each other or spend the evening together.
So the evening streets of Cairo,
Casablanca and Baghdad are not
bustling with shoppers, strollers and shisha-smokers in coffee
shops.
Confinement measures have also
hampered charity iftar dinners — at
a time when they are needed more
than ever.
Shuttered shops, restaurants and
coffee shops will also mean lost
revenue and much more. In many

parts of the region, the pandemic
has already raised concerns about
lost jobs and economic hardship,
especially for the poor and those
without fixed income.
Many say they can only look to
future Ramadans, free of the threat
of pestilence and war.
The UN has called for a halt to all
armed conflict but for Yemen’s proIran Houthis there was no incentive
to accept a unilateral one-month
ceasefire offered by the Saudi-led
coalition on the first day of Ramadan. The Houthis jockeyed instead
to impose their conditions before
they would stop the fighting, despite the risk of adding to the suffering of the Yemeni people and
causing a potentially catastrophic
spread of the virus.

Gulf countries seen as well-positioned to weather storm
Sabahat Khan

Dubai

O

il prices remain under
pressure but have begun
to steady after US crude
oil contracts for delivery
next month slipped into negative
prices for the first time in history.
Storage capacity has been filling up
around the world as excess supply
and weak demand keep oil markets
mired in uncertainty.
The economic downturn triggered by COVID-19 was already
expected to overshadow the 2008
global financial crisis but it is now
feared a bigger recession than the
Great Depression of the 1930s could
lie ahead.
Arab Gulf states have been at the
frontline of the economic impact
of the pandemic as they make up
the world’s most important oil-exporting region and are also home to
some of the fastest-growing emerging market economies.
As it does for the rest of the world,
COVID-19 represents an unexpected, strategic challenge for Arab Gulf
states but experts say the region as a
whole remains better positioned to
navigate the downturn than other
regions, owing to prudent fiscal
planning and risk management policies in recent years.
Ahmed Esam, a researcher at Oxford Economics, a forecasting and

quantitative analysis provider, assesses that Arab Gulf states, “the
most resilient in the Middle East
and North Africa,” have enough financial firepower to meet the challenge from COVID-19.
Consider the banking sector in the
Arab Gulf, for example, which has
ranked among the world’s most profitable in recent years according to
S&P Global Ratings. With combined
assets of more than $1.5 trillion, the
sector has built up sufficient provisions and buffers for emergency
scenarios such as the current one to

absorb a shock of up to $36 billion.
Central banks around the Arab
Gulf moved quickly and decisively
with large support packages to ensure liquidity and capital reserves
for banks. Relief measures for lenders as well as corporate and private
borrowers demonstrated a focus on
preservation and maintaining positive indicators rather than averting
any notion of a financial meltdown.
Projected spending gaps are already being plugged as Saudi Arabia, the United Arab Emirates, Kuwait and Qatar all make use of the

Safe harbour. AIDA Prima, the flagship of AIDA Cruises, docks at Port
Rashid in Dubai, April 22. Dubai has welcomed 13 foreign cruise ships
that were at sea while most countries closed maritime borders due to
the coronavirus pandemic.
(AFP)

strength of their sovereign credit
ratings. Just this month Saudi
Arabia, the UAE, Kuwait and Qatar raised a combined $24 billion
through bonds — accounting for
more than half of the amount raised
by governments across emerging
markets.
Abu Dhabi raised $7 billion from
bond sales which were more than
six times oversubscribed, with 90%
of its order book comprised of international investors.
Such levels of investor demand
demonstrate a strong appetite for
financing governments with low direct debt levels and attractive debt
profiles possessed by many Arab
Gulf states.
Riyadh is now gearing up to take
on its biggest external financing
programme after its government
raised the national debt ceiling
from 30% to 50% of gross domestic
product (GDP) last month. A debt
ceiling of 50% of GDP is still one
of the world’s lowest but will help
Saudi Arabia absorb the budgetary
shock triggered by the COVID-19
pandemic.
Contrasted against the scale of
deficits and borrowing being done
by the governments of the US and
UK, the world’s two most indebted
nations, for example, the resourcerich Arab Gulf largely fares well.
The current economic scenario
even provides a backdrop to streamline and accelerate ongoing economic transformation programmes

which aim to remove inefficient
expenditures and unlock long-term
growth for and by the non-oil sectors by harnessing digital innovation, new technologies and local
talent more effectively.

The region as a whole
remains better placed to
navigate the downturn
than other regions owing
to prudent fiscal
planning and risk
management policies in
recent years.
On the upside for the Arab Gulf,
its host of sovereign wealth funds
(SWFs) — which have grown to more
than $2 trillion in recent years — are
“mobilising” to acquire assets at
knock-down prices, according to
the Financial Times.
Investment opportunities are
opening up across different asset
classes including in firms where
business fundamentals remain solid
and which are likely to bounce back
strongly when a global economic recovery begins.
Sabahat Khan writes on strategic
issues related to the Gulf and has a
background in defence and strategy
consulting. He is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly.
Full version of this article at:
www.thearabweekly.com
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Washington green-lights Israeli
government’s move to annexation
The Arab Weekly staff

Washington

A

fter Israeli Prime Minister
Binyamin Netanyahu and
centrist rival Benny Gantz
signed a deal April 20 to
form a national emergency government, renewed Israeli-Palestinian
tensions are likely over Israeli moves
towards annexation of the occupied
territories in the West Bank.
Such moves seem to have the
tacit blessing of the Trump administration. US Secretary of State Mike
Pompeo said April 22 it was up to
Israel whether to annex parts of
the West Bank and that Washington
would offer its views privately to Israel’s new government.

Pompeo says annexation
of West Bank is “Israeli
decision.”
“As for the annexation of the West
Bank, the Israelis will ultimately
make those decisions,” Pompeo told
reporters. “That’s an Israeli decision. And we will work closely with
them to share with them our views
of this in (a) private setting.”
Pompeo also said he was “happy”
Netanyahu and Gantz signed a deal
April 20 to form a national emergency government, saying he did not
think a fourth Israeli election was in
Israel’s interest.
The coalition agreement says
that while the new government will
strive for “peace and regional stability,” plans to extend Israeli sovereignty to Jewish settlements in
the occupied West Bank — land the
Palestinians seek for a state — could
advance.
The move would mean a de-facto
annexation of territory that Israel
seized in a 1967 war and that is presently under Israeli military control.
It would have to be approved by the

United States, after which Netanyahu would be permitted to advance
the plans from July 1, the agreement
says.
Pompeo’s comment drew condemnation from Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, who said his
administration would view agreements with Israel and the United
States as “completely cancelled”
if Israel annexes land in the West
Bank.
“We have informed the relevant
international parties, including the
American and the Israeli governments, that we will not stand handcuffed if Israel announces the annexation of any part of our land,”
Abbas said on Palestine TV.
The Palestinians and the majority
of nations in the world regard settlements as illegal under the Geneva
Conventions that bar settling on
land captured in war. Israel disputes
this, citing security needs and biblical, historical and political connections to the land.
US President Donald Trump’s
peace proposal unveiled in January
was embraced by Israel and rejected
by the Palestinians, partly because
it awards Israel most of what it has
sought during decades of conflict
— including nearly all the occupied
land on which it has built settlements as well as full control over Jerusalem — and not provide the Palestinians with the basis of a viable
independent state.
Annexations are likely to inflame
tensions in the volatile region.
The coalition agreement says that
any measures regarding Trump’s
plan would be executed “in full
agreement of the United States,”
while maintaining “international
dialogue” and “the need to maintain
regional stability.”
Palestinian
Prime
Minister
Mohammad Shtayyeh on April 20
condemned the formation of an “Israeli annexation government,” saying it marked the end of the two-state
solution.
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Controversial stance. US Secretary of State Mike Pompeo speaks at a
press briefing at the State Department in Washington, April 22. (AFP)
Netanyahu’s former rival Gantz
announced April 21 he was set to become defence minister, a day after
the two signed the hard-won unity
government deal.
The agreement, ending a 16-month
political deadlock, sees Netanyahu
serve as premier for the first half of
a three-year term as he faces trial
on corruption charges, which he
denies.
The premiership would then pass
to Gantz in October next year, with
elections 18 months later.
Under the agreement, the pro-Netanyahu camp led by his Likud party
will share ministerial posts equally
with Gantz’s bloc, led by his Blue
and White alliance.
Netanyahu’s supporters will take
the finance and health ministries,
while Gantz backers will control the
defence and justice ministries.
Gantz, who replaces hardliner and
Netanyahu supporter Naftali Bennett at the defence ministry, is a

career soldier who headed the army
during Israel’s last two wars against
Palestinian militants in the Gaza
Strip in 2012 and 2014.
“After a year and a half of political stalemate and as the country
endures one of the most severe economic crises in its history, it is high
time for Israel to have a functioning
government,” said Yohanan Plesner,
president of the Israel Democracy
Institute think-tank.
But
he
warned
that
the
Netanyahu-Gantz deal risks creating a government “without a grand
vision or clear goals” that would
be vulnerable to being bogged
down with “cumbersome political
agreements.”
Netanyahu was due to face trial on
charges of bribery, fraud and breach
of trust last month. The trial’s start
date was postponed to May 24 because of the pandemic.

Istanbul

I

ran and the United States are
caught up in an escalating war
of words over tensions in the
Gulf, as any chance that the
coronavirus pandemic might soften the confrontation between the
two countries fades.
Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guard Corps (IRGC) issued a threat
against US warships in the Gulf on
April 23, following a warning by
US President Donald Trump that
American Navy vessels would sink
IRGC speed boats engaging in provocative action.
“We declare to the Americans
that we are absolutely determined
and serious… and that all action
will be met with a decisive response that will be efficient and
quick,” IRGC commander MajorGeneral Hossein Salami said. “We
have also ordered our naval units
to target [US boats and forces] if
they try to endanger the safety of
our ships or boats of war.”
Trump tweeted his warning a
day earlier in an apparent response
to a recent incident when 11 IRGC
vessels came dangerously close
to US warships in the Gulf. At one
point, the Iranian vessels came
within metres of the US Coast
Guard cutter Maui.
“I have instructed the United
States Navy to shoot down and destroy any and all Iranian gunboats
if they harass our ships at sea,”
Trump tweeted.
“This has the potential to turn

very ugly,” said Ellie Geranmayeh,
deputy director of the Middle East
and North Africa programme at
the European Council on Foreign
Relations (ECFR), a think-tank in
London.
“The IRGC has conducted a policy of confrontation against the US
since May last year,” when Washington decided to bring Iranian oil
exports to zero, Geranmayeh said
by telephone. “They want to make
clear to the United States that
the cost of the policy of pressure
against Iran is going to increase.”
Geranmayeh pointed to recent
military confrontations between
US and Iran-backed forces in Iraq,
the speedboat incident earlier this
month and the launch of Iran’s
first military satellite on April 22.
“They are trying to force the president to recalculate and change his
position.”

“I have instructed the
United States Navy to
shoot down and destroy
any and all Iranian
gunboats if they harass
our ships at sea,” Trump
tweeted.
Trump said the official rules of
engagement for US naval forces in
the Gulf had not changed, suggesting that the presidential tweet was
meant as a public warning to Iran
rather than as a signal that the US
military will take a more belligerent approach in encounters with
Iranian boats.
The US has deployed powerful
navy and air force units in the Gulf

region to support allies such as
Saudi Arabia against possible Iranian aggression and to guard the
international oil trade.
Shortly before Trump took to
Twitter, the IRGC announced it
had successfully launched Iran’s
first military satellite. The United
States charges Iran’s satellite programme is a cover for its development of missiles.
The launch immediately raised
concerns among experts on whether the technology used could help
Iran develop intercontinental ballistic missiles. On April 21, Iran said
it had extended the range of its naval missiles to 700 kilometres.
The
Revolutionary
Guard
sought propaganda value in the
announcement of the launch by
timing it to coincide with the 41st
anniversary of the creation of the
IRGC under former Supreme Leader Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini.
It released a photograph showing
Iranian General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, head of the IRGC’s “aerospace
division” posing at the launch site
of the military satellite.
Some political figures in the
US pointed to Tehran’s satellite
announcement to call for even
tougher measures against Tehran. Trump says his “maximum
pressure” strategy against Iran is
designed to force the leadership
of the Islamic Republic to accept
stricter limits for the country’s
nuclear programme and for Iran’s
missile projects. Decades-old acrimony between the two sides
worsened in 2018 when Trump
unilaterally withdrew from a deal
that gave Iran relief from sanctions

emittances sent by migrants to their home countries, including in the Middle East and North Africa
(MENA) region, are expected to fall
by about 20% this year amid the
global economic slowdown caused
by the coronavirus pandemic, the
World Bank said on April 22.
The Bank does, however, expect
a slow recovery of remittances to
MENA in 2021.
Job losses and lost wages are
expected to leave migrants residing in wealthier nations unable
to send as much money to poorer
home countries already suffering
from coronavirus shutdowns, the
report says.
Millions of migrants hailing from
the MENA region reside in Europe,
the US and Arab Gulf countries.
Their money transfers and investments are vital to their home countries.

The World Bank
recommended that
governments and
businesses work to
protect immigrants
from the economic and
health effects of the
coronavirus, saying
migrant labourers were
often excluded from
programmes meant to
cushion the effects of
the pandemic.

in return for curbs on its nuclear
programme.
John Bolton, Trump’s former
national security adviser, said
on Twitter that Iran’s launch of
the military satellite “is proof
we are still not applying enough
pressure.”
In a letter to Trump, 50 former
senior US officials and experts
on Iran accused Tehran of using
COVID-19, the lung disease caused
by the coronavirus, as a reason to
pressure the US to ease sanctions
while continuing to spend money
to bankroll malign activities in
the region. The administration
has repeatedly said humanitarian
aid to Iran is not affected by the
sanctions.
Geranmayeh, of the ECFR, said
that parallel to the IRGC actions,
the Iranian government was trying
to explore possibilities for a diplomatic track to manage relations
with the US by appealing to Trump
to lift some sanctions or by applying for a $5 billion loan from the International Monetary Fund (IMF)
that the US would have to agree to.
“It’s a carrot and stick approach,
and what we are seeing now with
the IRGC is the stick of the equation,” Geranmayeh said.
But so far the US was not responding, Geranmayeh added.
“The US has missed a real opportunity on the back of the COVID-19
crisis,” she said, referring to Washington’s rejection of any sanction
relief during the pandemic. “We
haven’t seen the US budge.”

“Remittances are a vital source
of income for developing countries. The ongoing economic recession caused by COVID-19 is taking
a severe toll on the ability to send
money home and makes it all the
more vital that we shorten the time
to recovery for advanced economies,” said World Bank Group
President David Malpass. “Remittances help families afford food,
healthcare and basic needs.”
The flow of remittances to poorer countries in Europe and Central
Asia is expected to drop 27.5%, followed by sub-Saharan Africa with
23.1%, South Asia at 22.1%, the
Middle East and North Africa at
19.6%, Latin America and the Caribbean with 19.3% and East Asia
and the Pacific with 13%.
The 19.6% drop to MENA is projected to bring total remittances to
the region to $47 billion this year.
In 2019, remittances increased by
2.6%.
“The anticipated decline is attributable to the global slowdown
as well as the impact of lower oil
prices in GCC countries,” said the
report.
“Remittances from the euro
area would also be impacted by
the area’s pre-COVID-19 economic
slowdown and the depreciation of
the euro against the US dollar,” it
added.
But the report predicted a recovery of remittances to the MENA
region in 2021, at a pace of about
1.6%.
The World Bank recommended
that governments and businesses
work to protect immigrants from
the economic and health effects of
the coronavirus, saying migrant labourers were often excluded from
programmes meant to cushion the
effects of the pandemic. The organisation also encouraged states
and companies to lower the costs
of sending money home.

Thomas Seibert is an Arab Weekly
correspondent.

(With The World Bank and news
agencies)

(With news agencies)

Iran's threats escalate tensions with US after Gulf incident
Thomas Seibert

World Bank
expects fall
of remittances
to MENA by
20% this year
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First COVID-19 case confirmed in overcrowded
Palestinian refugee camp in Lebanon

Egypt expands
powers of
president amid
pandemic
The Arab Weekly staff

Cairo

E

Near-panic. Palestinian factions, in coordination with Lebanese security forces, impose a lockdown on the Wavel camp (also known as
the Jalil Camp) for Palestinian refugees in Lebanon’s eastern Bekaa Valley.
(AFP)

The Arab Weekly staff

Beirut

P

anic struck residents of Baalbek region in east Lebanon
where the first coronavirus
case was confirmed in one of
the country’s 12 overcrowded Palestinian refugee camps, which lack
proper sanitation and access to clean
water.
The patient, a Palestinian refugee
from Syria, was transferred by the
Lebanese Red Cross from the Wavel
camp to the state-run Rafic Hariri
hospital in Beirut where most COVID-19 patients are being quarantined
and treated, the UN agency caring for
Palestinian refugees (UNRWA) said in
a statement on April 21.

“The agency is doing everything
necessary to provide the required assistance to the patient’s family to allow them to isolate themselves with
all the arrangements required and
to secure the necessary needs,” the
statement said.
Medical experts were due to visit
the Wavel camp in the eastern Bekaa
Valley to carry out tests, the agency
added.
The testing will focus on the woman’s relatives and people she has interacted with, as well as 50 others
chosen arbitrarily “inside the camp
and its surroundings,” said Lebanon’s
official National News Agency.
The Wavel camp has been placed
on lockdown to prevent the spread
of the virus in Baalbek region, one
of the least infected districts in Lebanon, with fewer than five cases,

according to government statistics.
More than 2,000 people live in
Wavel, according to statistics released by Lebanon’s government after a 2017 census, but the UN agency
says the population of those registered in the camp is much higher.
Aid groups have warned that hundreds of thousands of Palestinian and
Syrian refugees living in Lebanon’s
overcrowded camps are the most
vulnerable and that self-isolating
patients in the camps where sanitation is weak would be one of the top
challenges.
“The main concern remains… the
spread of coronavirus in the overcrowded Palestine refugee camps
where there are very limited possibilities for home isolation,” a
UNRWA spokeswoman said earlier
this month.

More than 174,000 Palestinians
live in Lebanon, according to official
figures, with most residing in camps
ruled by Palestinian factions beyond
the reach of Lebanese security forces.
But unofficial estimates say the
Palestinians, whose forefathers fled
the creation of the state of Israel
in 1948, could number as many as
500,000.
And out of the 1.5 million Syrians
Lebanon says it hosts since the civil
war broke out in the neighbouring
country nine years ago, nearly one
million are registered with the UN as
refugees.
So far just one Palestinian, who
lives outside a camp, and three
Syrian residents have tested positive
in Lebanon for COVID-19, compared
with 696 infections and 22 deaths
across the country.

gypt’s parliament has
approved
amendments
to emergency laws that
expand the powers of
the presidency and the military prosecution as authorities
try to counter the coronavirus
outbreak.
The amendments, approved
April 22 by the legislative branch,
allow the state to take and enforce a series of measures, some
of which have already been deployed to curb the spread of the
new virus.
These include suspending
schools, banning public or private gatherings, quarantining
returning travellers, prohibiting
the export of certain goods and
placing restrictions on the trade
or transfer of commodities, according to a parliamentary report on the amendments.
The state will also be allowed
to direct private hospitals and
their staff to help with general
healthcare for a specific period,
and to convert schools, companies and other publicly-owned
sites into field hospitals.
Egypt has routinely renewed
at three-month intervals a
state of emergency imposed in
2017 after two church bombings that left several dozen
people dead.
Since it detected its first clusters of coronavirus infection last
month, Egypt has shut schools,
closed places of worship and imposed a nightly curfew.
The government has confirmed
4,092 cases of the new coronavirus, including 294 deaths.
President Abdel Fattah al-Sisi
urged Egyptians to follow public
health guidance.
(With news agencies)

Mauritania receives medical
equipment from UAE to fight
coronavirus spread
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

M

auritania received 10
tonnes of medical equipment from the United
Arab Emirates (UAE) to
benefit 10,000 health-care workers
fighting the spread of COVID-19 in
the poor desert nation straddling the
Maghreb and the Sahel West African
region.
“This aid is significant as it
strengthens the efforts of our country
against the advance of the coronavirus,” said Mauritanian Health Minister Mohamed Nedhirou Ould Hamed
as he oversaw the distribution of the
medical relief April 20. “The medical
supply includes respiratory machines
and protective equipment.”
UAE Ambassador to Mauritania
Hamad Ghanim Hamad Al Mehairi
said the medical aid is part of the Gulf
Arab state’s efforts to “support and
help ease the suffering of brotherly
countries.”
Since the outbreak of the coronavirus pandemic in China last December,
the UAE has provided aid to dozens
of affected countries, including in Africa.
The UAE sent a plane loaded with

7 tonnes of medical supplies to South
Africa, the hardest hit country on the
continent, on April 20.
UAE authorities have also announced an initiative to support the
country at all political, economic,
social, and educational levels.
The UAE has also sent aid to other
regions, assisting more than 25 countries with more than 260 tonnes of
medical supplies — the equivalent
of assisting 260,000 health workers
globally.

Emirati shipment is part
of worldwide
humanitarian effort.
In addition to Mauritania, the
United Arab Emirates has so far extended aid to many countries including Serbia, Croatia, Afghanistan, China, Brazil, Malaysia, Ukraine, Cyprus,
Colombia, Bulgaria, Somalia and
Pakistan.
On March 16, the UAE even sent
two planes carrying medical supplies
and humanitarian relief equipment to
regional rival Iran.
The two planes that took off from
the capital Abu Dhabi carried more
than 32 tonnes of supplies, including
boxes of gloves, surgical masks and
other protective equipment.

It was the second such flight made
by a medical cargo plane from the
UAE to Iran in the course of a few
days, preceded by a batch on March
3 carrying 7.5 tonnes of medical supplies in cooperation with the World
Health Organisation.
WHO Director-General Tedros
Adhanom Ghebreyesus praised the
UAE for its continued support for
global efforts to fight the virus.
On his part, Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic thanked the UAE for
siding with the Serbian people during
the ordeal, while criticising the European Union for failing to provide aid.
Activists shared a video on social media of Vucic thanking Crown
Prince of Abu Dhabi Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed al-Nahyan for his assistance to the country, describing
him as a “great friend.”
As of April 23, Mauritania has seven confirmed cases of the COVID-19
respiratory disease and one death,
health authorities said.
But Health Minister Ould Hamed
warned against easing restrictions to
slow the spread of the disease, saying
on April 22 “it is likely that there are
more cases of infections.”
“Among the seven confirmed
cases, two cases had been discovered by chance. For that, the possibility for more not discovered

Assisting health workers. UAE coronavirus medical aid prepared
for shipment out of WHO Emergency hub at the Al Maktoum
International Airport in Dubai.
(AFP)
infections exists,” he said.
Mauritania imposed strict restrictions on movement and social distancing guidelines on March 16,
including a lockdown of the capital
Nouakchott and a nationwide nighttime curfew.
The government extended the restrictions after a meeting April 22 to
assess the situation.
“Recording confirmed infections
without the appearance of symptoms
has led us to go back on a plan to ease
the restrictions and measures taken
to fight the disease advance,” added
Ould Hamed.
President
Mohamed
Ould
Ghazouani thanked citizens for their
patience and urged them to continue
observing precautionary measures
against the disease.
“This global pandemic continues
spreading around the world. That is

the reason for us to be vigilant and
respect the guidelines of the authorities despite the sacrifices and frustrations caused by the restrictions,” Ould
Ghazouani said.
Mauritanian authorities have expressed concern about the prospect
of imported infections from people
entering the country illegally from
neighbouring countries in the Sahel,
where more than 20,000 confirmed
coronavirus cases and more than
1,000 confirmed deaths were recorded as of April 20.
“The cases of infections in neighbouring states are on the rise and
some people in these countries seek
to enter illegally in Mauritania as it
is relatively free of the disease,” said
Ould Hamed.
Lamine Ghanmi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in Tunis.
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Lebanon bracing for a harsher Turkey’s increased
involvement
in
Libya
post-COVID-19 phase
raises regional alarm

Samar Kadi

Ahmed Megahid

Beirut

L

ebanon is bracing for a more
painful and restive postCOVID-19 phase marred by
social unrest amid deteriorating living conditions, skyrocketing
prices and a nosediving devaluation
of the Lebanese pound, analysts say.
Anti-government protesters have
taken to the streets in different parts
of Lebanon despite a nationwide
lockdown enforced since March 15
to stem the spread of the deadly
coronavirus.
Protesters blocked highways and
gathered in squares and outside the
Central Bank in Beirut in defiance
of confinement restrictions. In the
Bekaa town of Taalabaya, in east
Lebanon, the army used force to disperse demonstrators, causing minor
injuries to 40 protesters.
“There is no doubt that people are
full of anger. Recent polls indicated
that the percentage of those frustrated with the ruling class is much
higher than it was when the antigovernment protests first began in
October last year,” said political analyst Johnny Mounayar.
“More people are getting hungry,
losing their income and jobs and
the pound continues its downward
spiral against the dollar, unabated,”
said Mounayar.
Prime Minister Hassan Diab’s socalled cabinet of technocrats, which
took office in January with the backing of Shia Hezbollah, Amal Movement and the Christian Free Patriotic Movement of President Michel
Aoun, is yet to agree on a plan to
deal with the worst economic and
financial crisis to rock Lebanon
since independence from French
mandate.
“The politicians are still incapable
of alleviating the country’s problems and finding solutions. Even
among the Shia community there
is a growing percentage of people
unhappy with their own politicians.
In other words, Hezbollah will have
to make an effort to bring them back
into the fold,” Mounayar said.
The pressure caused by the vertiginous slide of the pound’s value will
eventually force Lebanon to seek
International Monetary Fund (IMF)
help, an option strongly opposed by
the powerful Hezbollah, Mounayar
maintained.
“Of course the IMF support will

Cairo

T

Days of the mask. An anti-government protester covers her
face with a Lebanese flag during a protest against the Lebanese
Central Bank’s Governor Riad Salameh and against the deepening
financial crisis, in Beirut, April 23.
(AP)
come with pre-conditions including
demarcation of the maritime borders, control of ports and airports
to prevent smuggling, et cetera… All
these matters do not suit Hezbollah.
But the financial crash will force it
to take that option, which I believe
is the only available option.
The protests on April 23 occurred
in mainly Sunni-inhabited areas
in the north and east of Lebanon.
They coincided with a Central Bank
circular requiring banks and money
transfer offices to convert foreign
currency transfers and cash withdrawals from foreign currency bank
accounts to Lebanese pounds, at
market rates determined daily by
the bank.
But despite the projected uproar
the government is not likely to be
toppled, according to Mounayar.
“I don’t think any party, including
those in the opposition, would want
to topple the government because
the alternative is chaos.”

The Lebanese have been taking to
the streets since October denouncing the ruling class and accusing
them of corruption and pushing the
country to the verge of bankruptcy.
The coronavirus pandemic has only
intensified the economic slump.
Halime Kaakour, a university professor and activist in the protest
movement, said the acute deterioration of living conditions and inflation thrust the people back on to the
streets.
“They are so frustrated that they
can no longer stand idle,” Kaakour
said.
The government extended the
lockdown for another two weeks
from April 26 and endorsed a fivephase plan to reopen the country
and end the lockdown by June 8.
The virus has infected 704 people in
Lebanon and killed 22 so far.
Samar Kadi is The Arab Weekly
Travel and Society section editor.

urkey is stepping up direct
military involvement in
Libya, stoking tensions in
the North African country
and threatening to turn it into another Syria, analysts said.
“Turkish interference in Libya is
turning it into yet another centre
of regional rivalries,” said retired
Libyan diplomat Mohamed Fayez
Jibril. “The same interference is
having far-reaching ramifications
for regional security.”
Turkey provides assistance to
the Tripoli-based Government of
National Accord (GNA), which is
battling the eastern-based Libyan
National Army (LNA).
Turkish support has so far included the dispatch of thousands
of hirelings from Syria, unmanned
aerial vehicles and armoured vehicles.
The LNA recently posted videos
of Syrian mercenaries it arrested
that were sent to the country by
Turkey.
The LNA also posted videos
showing Turkish officers in the
battlefield fighting alongside GNA
forces.
The London-based Syrian Observatory for Human Rights estimated
the number of Syrian hirelings sent
by Turkey to Libya so far to be more
than 5,000.
Turkey, it said, is preparing to
send hundreds more mercenaries
to Libya.
Turkish interference in Libya
is only a small part of Ankara’s
geopolitical strategy in the region,
analysts said. The country is also
ramping up tensions in Syria, Yemen, Iraq and in the Eastern Mediterranean, they said, keeping regional
rivals on their toes.
Ankara’s policy is driven by its
aim to shore up natural gas wealth
in the Mediterranean and its commitment to Islamist groups, especially the Muslim Brotherhood.
“But this is a policy that opens
the door for further tensions in
the region,” said Mohamed Rabie
al-Dehi, an independent Egyptian
specialist in Turkish affairs. “Regional states will not likely fall silent while Turkey keeps encroaching on their sovereign rights or

threatens their national security.”
The latest example of Turkish encroachment was on April 21
when its Ministry of Defence revealed that Turkish drill ships and
research vessels would maintain
their activities in the Eastern Mediterranean.
Greece condemned the move, accusing Ankara of infringing on the
exclusive economic zone of Cyprus.
“(This) confirms, once again,
Turkey’s destabilising role and its
standing as the principal violator
of international law in the region,”
The Greek Foreign Ministry said.
Turkey ramped up its presence in
Libya after signing two deals with
the GNA in November 2019 — one
on security cooperation and another on maritime boundary delimitation.

Turkish interference in
Libya is only a small part
of Ankara’s geopolitical
strategy in the region,
analysts said.
However, frequent shipments
of Turkish arms to Libya and the
dispatch of mercenaries from Syria
violate an arms embargo imposed
on the North African state in 2011.
“Turkey uses the ongoing global
fight against the coronavirus in
advancing its agenda in Libya,” alDehi said.
Turkey appears to be preparing
for even bigger moves in Libya.
Earlier this month, a number of air
traffic tracking sites traced intensive Turkish aerial activity over the
Eastern Mediterranean on the road
to Libya.
On April 18, Turkey received the
first of six maritime patrol Leonardo ATR72-600 aircraft for testing.
This came only days after Egypt
had received an advanced submarine from Germany, in what seems
to be an arms race in the region.
“Turkey’s regional policies are
very risky because they primarily aim at causing problems to regional states, especially Egypt and
other rivals, such as Greece,” Jibril
said. “This is why war is not a farfetched scenario, especially with
Turkish insistence to move along
the same line.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.

Turkey blocks Saudi and UAE
websites amid continued tensions
The Arab Weekly staff

Istanbul

T

urkey has blocked more
than a dozen Saudi and
Emirati news websites in a
growing tit-for-tat confrontation following the ban on Turkish state media websites by Riyadh
and continuing tensions between
Turkey and Saudi Arabia.

Erdogan strives to project
himself as the leader of the
Muslim Sunni world and
revive Turkey’s Ottoman
legacy.
Websites of the Saudi and UAE
news agencies, SPA and WAM, as
well as sites of the Al Arabiya news
channel, the Al Hayat newspaper
and other outlets from the two
countries were no longer accessible
from Turkey on April 20. Messages
posted on the websites said they

were blocked as a “protection measure” following a court decision in
Ankara.
The blocked websites included
the Turkish-language edition of the
British newspaper The Independent, which has a Saudi investor, although the site was not known for
having a hostile editorial policy towards Ankara. The website of The
Independent’s
English-language
edition was not affected by the
Turkish ban.
Turkish authorities did not immediately respond to a request to
comment on why the websites had
been blocked, but Turkey’s staterun Anadolu news agency and public broadcaster TRT reported last
week that access to their websites
had been blocked by Saudi Arabia.
Turkey, a close ally of Qatar, leads
a foreign policy perceived by Saudi
Arabia as antagonistic to its interests. Both Ankara and Doha maintain close relations with the Muslim
Brotherhood.
Turkish President Recep Tayyip
Erdogan has taken sides in favour

of Qatar in its long-running dispute
with the Saudi-led Arab quartet,
which includes the UAE, Bahrain
and Egypt. He has also strengthened Ankara’s military relations
with Doha by announcing the completion of a second Turkish army
base where hundreds of Turkish
troops are reportedly stationed.
By cultivating influence among
Brotherhood-affiliated
Islamist
groups, Erdogan strives to project
himself as the leader of the Muslim
Sunni world and revive Turkey’s
Ottoman legacy. Riyadh, Abu Dhabi
and Cairo consider the Brotherhood
a “terrorist organisation.”
Another hot spot where regional
competition has surfaced is Libya,
where Turkey has been supporting
the Government of National Accord (GNA) against Libyan National
Army (LNA) troops loyal to FieldMarshal Khalifa Haftar. Ankara has
announced the delivery of military
equipment and the dispatching of
mercenaries from Syria to Libya.
Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed
bin Salman bin Abdulaziz in 2018

Different direction. A 2019 file picture shows Turkish President
Recep Tayyip Erdogan attending a news conference at the United
Nations in New York.
(AFP)
accused Turkey of being part of
a “triangle of evil,” together with
Iran and the Brotherhood. Later
that year, the murder of Saudi dissident journalist Jamal Khashoggi
on the premises of the Saudi consulate in Istanbul sent relations
between Ankara and Riyadh to
a new low as Turkey accused
the Saudi leadership of involvement in the murder. Last month,
a Turkish prosecutor indicted 20

suspects in the case.
Erdogan’s critics see the ban on
foreign websites as yet another
move to silence dissonant voices at
home and abroad. “In times of war
or national crisis, Turkey has often
stepped up its regular intimidation
and prosecution of people for criticising government policies on social
media,” wrote US rights advocacy
group Human Rights Watch earlier
this month.
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Libya’s GNA receives limitless Turkish
supplies but faces locals’ hostility
Michel Cousins
Tunis

F

lushed with the success in
mid-April of capturing a
string of towns west of Tripoli from the Libyan National
Army (LNA), forces supporting the
UN-recognised Government of National Accord (GNA) have turned
their attention to Tarhuna, the
LNA’s main operations base some
60 kilometres south-east of the
capital.
The first attempt to take the town
from April 18-19 failed although the
offensive, which included shelling, is said to have resulted in some
3,000 residents there and in parts
of neighbouring Garabulli municipality fleeing their homes. But after
an initial advance on several sides,
GNA forces were forced to pull
back.
Taking Tarhuna is likely to prove
quite difficult for the GNA. There is
deep animosity in the town towards
outsiders in general and towards
the Tripoli-based GNA in particular,
as well as resentment over the 2011
revolution.

Reports speak of Ankara
sending even more
equipment and fighters to
help the GNA.
With a significant number of locals having served in the old Libyan army, support for the former
Qaddafi regime remains strong and
has transferred itself to the LNA,
led by Field-Marshal Khalifa Haftar.
The town is firmly united against
the GNA and, although increasingly
under siege, it is also well stocked
with arms and other military
supplies.
Privately, senior GNA officials
have admitted that taking Tarhuna
will be a challenge.
The big difference, though, is the

support for the GNA from Turkey.
The Misratan units that make up
the bulk of the attacking forces have
experience from the 2016 campaign
against the Islamic State (ISIS) in
Sirte, but without the presence of
Turkish military technicians, the
supply of arms and equipment and,
most importantly, a now seemingly
limitless supply of drones to give
air cover, any offensive would have
been unthinkable.
Moreover, reports speak of Ankara sending even more equipment
and fighters to help the GNA. The
LNA have shot down Turkish-supplied drones in
southern Tripoli,
in the Tarhuna
area and in the
other main front
at Abu Grein, south
of Misrata but, like
a hydra’s head, the more they are
brought down the more drones
are provided.
Unlike early on during the Tripoli offensive, when only a handful of
drones were dispatched to the GNA,
the supply now seems limitless —
a sign of the massive expansion of
the Turkish arms industry on the
back of the conflict in Libya.
During the past week and in a
bid to sap the LNA’s strength, the
GNA also launched fresh attacks in
the southern Tripoli suburb of Ain
Zara, which has been one of the
main frontlines over the past year.
Hoping to stop the GNA drones,
the LNA has continued intermittent
bombardment of Tripoli’s Mitiga
airport. With Turkish drones and
offshore Turkish frigates armed
with surface-to-air missiles, the
GNA has air superiority, at least for
the moment.
The GNA’s Interior Minister Fathi
Bashagha has meanwhile floated
the notion that Russian mercenaries previously in Syria have started
using chemical weapons in southern Tripoli but there is no independent evidence of it.
The coronavirus outbreak, how-

Hydra effect. Fighters with Libya’s Government of National Accord (GNA) gather at a position near
the town of Garabulli, some 70km east of the capital Tripoli.
(AFP)
ever, has a greater impact on people’s lives. It continues to spread,
albeit slowly. By April 25, there
were 61 confirmed cases, including
two deaths. The slower than expected growth in numbers resulted
in authorities in both east and west
relaxing the curfew. In LNA-controlled areas, it was reduced from
2pm-7am to 6pm-6am.

In GNA areas where there has
been a 24-hour curfew and people
were being allowed out for shopping only on foot before noon, it
will go to the same 6pm-6am as of
April 28. The GNA has also opened
the Ras Jedir border crossing to allow food and other imports from
Tunisia.
The changes may ease some of

the restrictions, but the continuing clashes, combined with the
outbreak and the lockdown, are
making for one of the most difficult Ramadans Libyans have ever
known.
Michel Cousins is a frequent
contributor to The Arab Weekly
on Libyan issues.

Tunisia announces gradual easing of coronavirus lockdown from May 4
Lamine Ghanmi

Tunis

T

unisia announced late April
19 a two-week extension of
its coronavirus lockdown
but also its intent to gradually re-open the economy from May 4.
“The comprehensive health lockdown will be extended to May 3
towards a calibrated lockdown beginning May 4,” Prime Minister
Elyes Fakhfakh told local television
channels in a live interview Sunday
night.
It is the second extension of the
pandemic-related shutdown since
March 23, including a night curfew.
The curfew will be reduced by
two hours, from 6pm-6am to 8pm6am, in order to accommodate the
needs of the population during the
holy month of Ramadan.
Outlining the gradual re-opening of the economy after May 3,
Fakhfakh said “the lifting of the
lockdown will be gradual to include
the resumption of some economic
activities and accommodate social
categories of the population and
regions of the country depending on the evolution of the health
situation.”
Fakhfakh reiterated the government’s
cautious
approach
saying, “we are all learning as
we go” in fighting the coronavirus contagion and trying to balance the primordial objective
of “protecting the health of all
Tunisians” against the need to reopen economic activity, especially

the resumption of manufacturing
exports to offset the losses from the
key tourism sector.
“Businesses with one or two employees will be also authorised to
resume activity and we count on
the collaboration of local authorities to enforce the protective measures,” he said.
“We will monitor the operation
(of gradual re-opening) closely. If
we notice any risk of sliding, we will
go back,” he added.
The government is following the
lead of the health ministry, whose
epidemiologists and virologists
have insisted that extending the
shutdown is the only safe way to
stem the spread of the disease in

a country that lacks intensive care
capacity and financial resources to
absorb a large-scale outbreak.
Health authorities reported 922
confirmed infections and 38 deaths
caused by the COVID-19 virus as of
April 24.
Tunisia’s mortality rate from the
virus has fallen sharply from 28.7%
on March 23 to nearly 5% April 19,
according to health authorities,
prompting some experts to believe
the shutdown has yielded positive
results although others are attributing the change in mortality ratios to
wider testing in recent weeks.
The consensus among medical
authorities, however, is that it is
still too early to declare victory in

Insufficiencies. Tunisian women manufacture face masks in
Kalaat al-Andalous, about 40km north of the capital Tunis, amid
the pandemic.
(AFP)

the fight against the disease.
Health experts urged the government to resist pressure from shuttered businesses, self-employed
workers and impatient segments of
the population to end the shutdown
quickly.
Fakhfakh praised Tunisians for
their patience with the “stay-home”
restrictions, acknowledging the
frustration brought about by isolation in often crowded homes and
worries about economic losses and
uncertainties about the future.
Fakhfakh said the country still
has to make up for a number of
shortcomings in order to gradually reopen, including the insufficient number of hospital intensive care units and the limited
capacity of mass testing and production of protective masks by local
factories.
Business people are left navigating with no safe harbour in sight
in the pandemic storm against the
background of a 10-year slowdown.
The economic shutdown has
plunged Tunisia’s population, including the middle class, into anguish. Average-income Tunisians,
once snugly secure, have become
increasingly anxious in recent years
as their own finances and children’s
prospects grow hazy.
As the issue of student exams
looms large among family concerns,
Fakhfakh said a partial reopening of
schools is possible next month as a
step towards holding end-of-year
exams in June and July.
Fakhfakh said the government
will distribute financial aid to almost four million Tunisians in

May, including workers made redundant, self-employed workers and poor families to alleviate
the pains from the impact of the
disease.
The government said it expected
Tunisia’s economy to shrink by up
to 4.3%, the steepest slump in six
decades due to the devastating impact of the coronavirus outbreak.

Insufficient number of
hospital intensive care units
and limited capacity of mass
testing and production of
protective masks remain a
problem.
Tunisia’s vital tourism sector could lose $1.4 billion and
400,000 jobs this year.
Before the outbreak, Tunisia had
hoped this year could be the turning
point in jump-starting the economy
after a decade of meagre growth averaging 1%, compared with an average of 4.5% for the decade prior to
2010.
Fakhfakh reminded Tunisians that
fighting the disease is a “war” that
required discipline and unity.
“We must be aware of the efforts we
had deployed. However, we should
preserve this spirit of unity and
solidarity to confront the after-coronavirus stage of construction and
reforms,” he said.
Despite the current difficulties,
Fakhfakh saw reason for some optimism in the period ahead. “There
could be new opportunities for us to
seize because the world will change
after this crisis,” he said.
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Welcoming
Ramadan

T

he Muslim holy month of
Ramadan, which started April 24,
will be unusually challenging this
year.
The fasting month is
traditionally a season of selfexertion and spiritual reward
through physical deprivation but also religious
communion and charitable work.
Ramadan is usually a joyful season when
families and friends get together to celebrate
life and mutual bonds of affection.
This year, however, social bonding will cede
place to social distancing. Religious worship
will be more solitary than congregational. The
spirit of the season will be more in the hearts of
people than on the festive streets of Arab and
Muslim cities.
The overwhelming majority of Arab and
Muslim populations has been understanding of
the reasons that motivated their countries’
leaders to enforce lockdowns, curfews and
other unprecedented restrictions.
Heartbreaking news of the mounting toll in the
world and in their own region drove home an
acute awareness about the need to protect
lives by respecting exceptional rules.
Religious authorities have played a crucial
role in raising awareness and offering a
narrative justifying public health restrictions.
The decisive positions taken by Saudi Arabia’s
Grand Mufti, Egypt’s Grand Imam of al-Azhar
and members of the UAE’s Fatwa Council have
helped convince people of the rationale for
putting collective prayers and umrah on hold.
Saudi authorities have announced a nuanced
approach to the evening (Taraweeh) prayers,
which will be held in the Mecca and Medina
mosques but only in the presence of clerics and
essential staff. Lay worshippers will not be able
to attend, but prayers at home instead of the
mosque during the month of Ramadan is the
right thing to do.
Religious leaders of Muslims in the West
have been punctilious in assuming their share
of responsibility for ensuring the safety and
welfare of their communities.
The UK Mosques and Imams National
Advisory Board said mosques will remain
closed during Ramadan until the end of the
lockdown. “It would be deemed extremely
irresponsible to congregate for night prayers or
hold religious gatherings during this Ramadan
in any mosque or houses with people who are
not members of the immediate household,”
said Qari Asim, a Leeds imam and chair of the
board told The Guardian.
“During the epidemic, the desire to perform
prayers with a congregation in a mosque comes
second to saving lives,” he added.
There have been attempts by
ultraconservatives and an irresponsible fringe
of religious leaders across the Middle East and
North Africa to pit faith against the public
health requirements by trying to hold group
prayers outdoors and organise evening
marches despite the curfews. This goes against
the confinement rules and safety
requirements. The attempts failed to attract a
significant following as overwhelming
majorities saw the risks involved in violating
the confinement orders. The dominant sense
of discipline said a great deal. It reflected a
reasonable attitude and the sense that people
valued their own life and that of others. When
the world returns to normal, the sentiment
could do wonders in the Arab and Muslim
world.
Even so, there have been islands of
indiscipline, which could be a cause for
wariness because of their public health
implications.
These include the religious processions that
took place in March in Iraq and Iran. They
were condoned by local religious figures even
though they went against all common sense
and objections. Transgression of the
confinement rules in the name of Islam is not
only dangerous but a serious
misrepresentation of basic Islamic tenets,
which put the preservation of life ahead of all
other priorities of the faith.
In Pakistan and Bangladesh, authorities
have been struggling with radical clerics
opposed to social distancing and all
restrictions on collective prayers.
“The quota on the number of worshippers
imposed by the government is not acceptable
to us. Islam does not support imposition of
any quota on worshippers,” claimed Mojibur
Rahman Hamidi, a senior member of the
hardline Hefazat-e-Islam group.
But this fringe element will be further
discredited by its reckless stance. The
observance of Ramadan has always been an
exercise in faith, resilience and self-restraint.
Such qualities should help Muslims meet the
challenge of the coronavirus pandemic as
well.
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The upcoming Middle East upheaval in
the post-COVID-19, post-oil crisis world

P

eople around the world
are talking of nothing but the COVID-19
pandemic and how long
it and its restrictions are
going to last.
The world is going to change
once the pandemic is over. That’s
for sure. Many concepts and practices are going to change, including work relations inside the same
institution.
More and more people will be
working from home, and many
businesses will flourish while
others will flounder. It is not yet
known which sectors will be the
hardest hit, but we can already
predict that e-commerce and
home delivery services will get
a tremendous boost. It is indeed
difficult to predict the shape of a
world born from the womb of a
global pandemic that came out of
China.
The first remarkable consequence of the pandemic is the
plunge it caused in oil prices, as
demand for oil fell and economic
slumber gripped the world. This in
itself is going to have tremendous
consequences far more serious
than the pandemic alone. We
should therefore be expecting a
post-COVID-19 world and a postoil-and-gas-recession world.
Sooner or later, a vaccine or a
drug will be found for COVID-19.
But what about the consequences
of the horrible, and very likely
long-lasting, drop in oil prices?
What is for certain is that many
countries will find themselves facing serious danger. Among them
will be Iran, Iraq and Syria. Syria
is not going to find anyone willing
to invest in its reconstruction. The
cost of Syria’s reconstruction was
estimated at between $200 billion
and $500 billion, since the war
there is still raging and no one has
a precise idea of the extent of the
damage left by the nine-year war.
The whole country was shattered
and the features of the major Syrian cities and towns have changed.
Even in the unlikely event that
Syria arrives soon at a settlement,
the biggest hurdle will be finding
donors and businesses willing to
invest in the reconstruction of
post-war and post-COVID-19 Syria.
From this standpoint, the recent
visit to Damascus by Iranian Foreign Minister Mohammad Javad
Zarif did not and could not bring
anything new. It was just for show,

Khairallah Khairallah
Many countries will find themselves facing serious
danger. Among them will be Iran, Iraq and Syria.
a sort of message to the world that
the Islamic Republic is still present
in Syria. Present for what? To carry on its war on the Syrian people?
Perhaps it was meant as a sign of
support to President Bashar Assad
at a time when Russia is starting to
have serious doubts about his ability to remain in power. Or perhaps
it was a way to patch up Zarif’s faltering reputation, even if he is not
very fond of the Syrian dictator.
It must be remembered that
Zarif was very offended when Assad landed in Tehran in February
2019 without Zarif’s knowledge.
He submitted his resignation in
anger, but then retracted it at the
request of Iranian President
Hassan Rohani. Assad had come to
Tehran in the company of Qassem
Soleimani, the slain commander
of the al-Quds Force of the Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC).
So now we have to wonder if the
management of the Syrian file was
transferred from the Quds Force
to the Iranian Foreign Ministry.
It’s a legitimate question, but the
real question is what can Iran do
for Syria in light of the fall of oil
and gas prices, and in light of the
US sanctions that have affected
the Iranian economy — far more
than the Iranian regime is willing
to admit.
The least one can say about Iran
is that it is not an ordinary state.
Half of its population lives below
the poverty line and the Islamic
Republic still insists on playing the
role of a dominant power in the
region. Let’s face it, Iran, which is
rejected by the Syrian people, can
offer nothing to Assad in the postoil crisis world. Even Russia itself
is in the process of revising its Syrian strategy, if it had one in the first
place. It realises quite well that the
post-COVID-19 and post-oil crisis
world is going to be quite different
from the one of its heyday in Syria.
So, it is now forced to rethink its
strategy in Syria and compromise
with Turkey, which is now occupying part of northern Syria.
Iran is threatened and Syria is
threatened. It is also the case with
Iraq. That country is mired in a
deep crisis. Since 2003, hundreds
of billions of dollars have found
their way to the state treasury, but
then evaporated into thin air, siphoned by a corrupt system based
on cronyism and sectarian quotas.
Iraq is now penniless. Anything

that the Iraqi sectarian parties and
their declared and undeclared
affiliates have not siphoned was in
turn looted by Iran. Ninety per cent
of Iraq’s revenue comes from oil,
and the bottom has dropped off oil
prices. So, whether or not prime
minister-designate Mustafa Kadhimi succeeds in forming a government, it won’t change a thing.
Where will it find the necessary
funds to pay the wages of about
seven million public servants?
Iraq has been a failed state since
2003. Each day proves that the
Iraqi system is not viable, especially when Iran continues to keep
the country under its thumb and
the sectarian parties do not want
to let go of whatever is left of the
poor country.
Lebanon’s situation is no better
than the others. With the drop in
oil prices, it has no future. Lebanon chose to place itself with the
so-called axis of resistance, and
it is now as bankrupt as this axis.
The latter has nothing to offer the
former except sectarian militias
and empty slogans. Who will come
to Lebanon’s aid now? Certainly
not the Arab states from which it
estranged itself.
What’s worse is that there is
no one in Lebanon with enough
courage to tell the Lebanese that
they have no other choice but to
seek the aid of the International
Monetary Fund (IMF).
The Middle East can expect
major upheavals in the post-COVID-19, post-oil crisis world. The
Israelis seem to have understood
that because they monitor what
goes around them. This certainly
goes a long way in explaining why
and how Binyamin Netanyahu and
his rival Benny Gantz, leader of the
Blue and White alliance, suddenly
agreed to form what they called
an emergency government, after
three consecutive general elections within one year.
Why even talk about a Middle
East during the post-COVID-19 and
post-oil crisis world? Will there
really be anyone still interested in
stability in that region?
In light of the absence of effective state institutions in Iran, Iraq,
Syria or Lebanon, and in light of
the absence of funds in particular,
these and many other questions
will force themselves upon us.
Khairallah Khairallah is a
Lebanese writer.
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Launch of Iran’s military satellite raises
questions about IRGC space programme

Ali Alfoneh

The Soviet Union collapsed in spite of its space programme,
intercontinental ballistic missiles and nuclear arsenal.

G

rappling with the
coronavirus pandemic, historically
low oil prices and
economic sanctions imposed by
the United States, Iran’s Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps
(IRGC) launched the satellite
Noor (Light) into orbit on April
22. The launch, which took place
on the 41st anniversary of the
formal establishment of the
IRGC, communicates a message
of resilience to Washington, but
is also a slight to the hapless
President Hassan Rohani, who
may not have been previously
aware of the launch and whose
civilian satellite programme is
marred by failure.
In his first comments on
the orbital launch, IRGC chief
commander Major-General
Hossein Salami congratulated
Iranian Supreme Leader
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei, and
said “the successful launch
further elevates new aspects
of Iran’s defence capabilities.”
According to Salami, “powerful
militaries of the world today
can’t have a comprehensive
defence strategy without having
a presence in space. Access
to this advanced technology,
which expands our capabilities,
is a strategic achievement.”
Explaining the launch in similar
terms, Brigadier-General AmirAli Hajizadeh, head of the IRGC’s
Aerospace Force, emphasised
that access to outer space is “not
a choice, but a necessity.”
However, what the Islamic
Republic depicts as a necessary

defensive capability is perceived
as an offensive capability by the
United States. US officials fear
long-range ballistic technology
used to put satellites into orbit
could also be used to launch
nuclear warheads. The Pentagon
declined to confirm whether
the satellite was in orbit and
operational, saying it would
take time to make such an
assessment. US Secretary of
State Mike Pompeo, however,
said the missile launch violates
the United Nations Security
Council Resolution 2231, which
states that Iran is “called upon”
to refrain, for up to eight years
after the Iran nuclear deal,
from work on ballistic missiles
designed to deliver nuclear
weapons.
Tehran has, until now, argued
“called upon” is not similar to
an outright prohibition, and
questions Pompeo’s moral
right to criticise Iran for not
abiding by a nuclear deal and
a resolution from which the
United States withdrew in May
2018. However, other parties
committed to the Iran nuclear
deal, in particular the European
Union, are now facing a dramatic
increase of the range of Iran’s
missiles, which prior to the
launch were limited to 2000
kilometres.
Closer to home, the
entire affair comes as an
embarrassment to Rohani, who
delivered a televised speech
prior to the launch but did
not make a single reference
to it. Was Rohani aware of the
impending launch, but not
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Finding propaganda value. A handout photo provided by Iran’s IRGC shows
Iranian General Amir Ali Hajizadeh, the head of the IRGC’s “aerospace
division,” posing during the launch of a military satellite, April 22.
(AFP)
authorised to comment on
it in case it failed, or had the
IRGC not even bothered to
inform the president? Under
any circumstance, Rohani and
his technocratic government
will lose face, particularly
since the launch of the civilian
communications satellite Zafar 1
failed in February 2020.
While the Revolutionary
Guard leadership may be
celebrating its victory, the
Iranian public’s reaction is not
clear. Will Iranians take pride in
the IRGC’s success, or will they
see it as another example of
government waste in the midst
of a pandemic and economic
hardship? As successful as the

IRGC’s air and space programme
may be, and as necessary as
it may be for a country with
an antiquated Air Force and a
poorly financed conventional
military, the Revolutionary
Guard is failing to convince
the average Iranian of the
necessity of financing its space
programme. Those commanders
would do well to study the
fate of the Soviet Union, which
collapsed in spite of its space
programme, intercontinental
ballistic missiles and nuclear
arsenal.
Ali Alfoneh is a senior fellow at
the Arab Gulf States Institute in
Washington.

Pitching mosques into the febrile atmosphere of a world shut down by a pandemic
merely feeds grievance politics, possibly taking it to dangerous heights.
Trump’s Republican Party are
also casting doubt on the logic
and rationale for pausing legal
immigration to the United
States. Hours after Trump made
his announcement, Chuck
Grassley, the senior Republican senator from Iowa, noted:
“We’ve been a welcoming nation and we need people.”
That isn’t the message Trump
has sent in the five years he
has been on the political stage.
Just as with the 2016 election,
it’s obvious his re-election
campaign strategy will deploy
tried and tested malevolent
tools that trigger and weaponise
racial and religious resentment
of minorities, migrants and
Muslims.
The strategy is increasingly
obvious. Ahead of the holy
month of Ramadan, Trump
retweeted a comment by a
conservative author asking
if mosques in the United
States would be subject to
the same social distancing restrictions during
Ramadan as churches
during Easter. The suggestion
seemed to be that Muslim
places of worship generally
receive better treatment than
Christian ones at the hands of

Promising walls. A US
protester in Seattle
holding a sign referring to
the Northwest Detention
Centre in Washington
state where
immigrants are held.
(Reuters)
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Migration (IOM), an inter-governmental organisation, temporarily
halted refugee travel. The US is
not processing refugee arrivals
and won’t do so until May 15 at
the earliest. So, Trump’s new immigration suspension is meant for
an already suspended system.
Add to that the discordant
note struck by the Trump White
House, which recently unveiled
guidelines to help states across
America decide on loosening
lockdowns and reopening their
economies. The new immigration suspension sends a contrary
message. Trump has exempted
foreign seasonal guest workers — fruit and vegetable pickers
— one of the largest sources of
immigration at the moment.
With 26 million Americans filing
for unemployment benefits in
the past few weeks, wouldn’t it
make sense for some of them to
be drafted in to do the other jobs
that are available and need doing?
The US president’s intentions
are unclear, the motivation much
less so. It’s not
only Democrats
who discern
“xenophobic
scapegoating”
of foreigners in
Trump’s new
restrictions
on immigration.
Longserving
senators
belonging to
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Oussama Romdhani

Trump’s immigration ban is troubling but not
as much as his fulminations on mosques
hat’s the point
of Donald
Trump’s new
immigration
ban? Just like
his decision
to ban Muslims from entering
the US three years ago, Trump’s
new, temporary immigration
restriction lacks both sense and
sensibility.
The US president cast his April
21 announcement as a jobsprotection measure, meant to
“help unemployed Americans be
first in line for jobs as America
reopens.” It was a pointless statement meant to explain a pointless
action.
The 2017 Muslim ban was
ridiculous because no extremist
from any of the seven countries
on Trump’s list had carried out a
fatal attack in the United States
in 40 years; the 9/11 hijackers
did not come from the banned
countries – Somalia, Syria, Iran,
Iraq, Libya, Sudan or Yemen – and
refugees had not killed a single
person in a terrorist attack in the
US since the 1980 Refugee Act.
Trump’s new, temporary ban
on immigration is ridiculous
because the coronavirus outbreak has already led the State
Department to put most consular services on hold around the
world. Immigration to the US is
neither occurring nor likely to
occur any time soon with all visas
and asylum claims, in effect, suspended. Refugee admissions have
been suspended since March 19
after the United Nations and the
International Organisation for

Published by Al Arab
Publishing House

local governments and the law
enforcement authorities. But
Trump was unrepentant about
his promotion of a specious
and inflammatory idea. Asked
by a reporter about his retweet,
Trump offered a rambling
response that was clear on only
one point. “Because they go after Christian churches but they
don’t tend to go after mosques.
And I don’t want them to go
after mosques! But I do want
to see what their event is…the
Christian faith is treated much
differently than it was, and I
think it’s treated very unfairly.”
No evidence has been presented in support of the claim.
It sits oddly with the reality.
There have been attempts to
block mosque-building in places
as disparate as New York City
and Murfreesboro, Tennessee;
mosque surveillance and Trump
originally rose to political fame
on his startling 2015 promise to
literally ban all Muslims from
entering the United States.
Pitching mosques into the
febrile atmosphere of a world
shut down by a pandemic
merely feeds grievance politics,
possibly taking it to dangerous
heights. The new immigration
suspension, too, is yet another
brick in Trump’s promised wall
between an exclusivist idea of
America and everyone else.
Rashmee Roshan Lall is a
columnist for The Arab Weekly.
She blogs at
www.rashmee.com and is
on Twitter @rashmeerl.
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Ramadan amid Pandemic

Spotlight

Woes compounded by virus wariness, economic
crisis in war-plagued Syria as holy month begins
Sami Moubayed

Beirut

R

amadan could not have
come at a worse time for
the Syrian population. The
war-torn country is already
cash-strapped, after almost a decade of crippling international sanctions that have resulted, among
other things, in major shortages of
heating fuel and electricity, leading to long and dark winters.
Six months ago, the Syrian currency witnessed its greatest devaluation in history, now standing at 1,300 Syrian pounds (SP) to
the American dollar. That brought
production to a screeching halt, as
Syrian industrialists could no longer determine their cost and profit
margins.
As factories closed, workers were laid off and the price of
scarce commodities skyrocketed,
devouring the funds Syrians still
had in their coffers. Then came the
total lockdown that started in midMarch as a preventive measure
against the COVID-19 pandemic.
That alone has led to the closure
of any businesses that were still
open, sending thousands into unemployment ahead of Ramadan.
Changing Rituals
Despite the war, the holy month
had traditionally been a relatively
festive period when families would
gather around the supper table to
break their fast. Men would then
go in groups to a nearby mosque
to perform the taraweeh prayer, a
long-observed ritual throughout
the Muslim world. This year, however, mosques will remain closed
throughout the month of Ramadan and families will not be able
to gather due to a strict 7.30pm
curfew, which makes it illegal to go
out during or after the iftar meal.
The traditional Ramadan cannon, used to signal when Muslims
can break their fast, has also been
muted as authorities feared its
gunfire would be confused with
real fire exchanges on the Syrian
battlefield.

Soap operas, a highlight of
Syrian Ramadan for six decades,
will not be broadcast this year because of filming restrictions. Syrian producers were banned from
completing the filming of their
productions from mid-March as a
precaution against the spread of
the virus. Those who had already
completed their works have been
unable to sell them to Arab satellite channels because of a lack of
advertisers and commercial sponsors.
Daily labourers
No official statistics have yet
been released as to how many people have been laid off throughout
Syria due to coronavirus, but the
number is thought to be high and
it includes thousands of labourers such as waiters, construction
workers, bus drivers and shisha attendants who rely on daily wages
to provide for their families.
The Syrian government briefly toyed with the idea of compensating each of the workers
with 100,000 SP (approximately
US$192) but that idea never got
past the drawing board — due to
a lack of surplus cash in the Syrian treasury. There is no sign that
normal life will return in Syria any
time soon; public bus services remain cancelled, construction work
is on hold and all hotels, restaurants, cinemas and cafes remain
closed.
A vicious cycle
But it is not only the daily labourers who are complaining. So
are those with full-time jobs in
both the public and private sectors. State employees rarely relied
on their mediocre salaries to make
a living, waiting instead for overtime, bonuses and rewards which
have all been suspended. Meanwhile, although fixed salaries are
visibly higher in the private sector, Ramadan rewards have been
called off, as business owners have
had no income since early March.
Previously, most private-sector
employees were given a one-time
bonus ahead of Ramadan, in order

Not the happiest of times. Syrian artist Aziz al-Asmar and his assistant Bachar Hamdoun paint a
mural giving their rendition of the situation of displaced Syrians during the month of Ramadan, in
the town of Binnish in Syria’s north-western Idlib province, April 23.
(AFP)
for them to buy necessary food and
items needed for the holy month.
That becomes all the more problematic with soaring prices, due to
sharp demand ahead of Ramadan.
Producers cite a variety of reasons
for the price hikes, such as the crippling shortage of American dollars
and frequent power cuts.
A pack of 24 eggs has increased
in price from 950 SP (7 cents) just
six months ago to a whopping
2,300 SP this Ramadan ($1.70).
The price of one kilos of lemon,
vital for making salads and nearly
all meals in the Syrian cuisine, has
gone from 500 SP (3 cents) in September to 1,500 SP this April ($1.1).
To appreciate what this means for
Syrian salaries, we must keep in
mind that the majority of public
sector employees live on a mini-

mum wage of 48,000 SP per month
($37).
“The Syrian supply chain is
stunned, even without a largescale pandemic” said Karim
Tabbah, a Toronto-based Syrian
business expert.

Ramadan will be more
morose than ever as
mosques will remain
closed and families will
not be able to gather due
to a strict 7.30pm curfew,
which makes it illegal to
go out during or after the
iftar dinner.
Speaking to The Arab Weekly,
Tabbah explained: “Any business
that wants to import products into

the local market has to overcome
various challenges related to payments and shipments. Syrian businesses have now also to consider
new challenges related to the disruption of the global supply chain.
They need to compete with companies from all over the world to
secure products that have recently
become scarce. They need to absorb the global increase in prices,
which has affected many food
commodities.”
This won’t be easy, nor will it
be quick. Long bread queues are
expected this Ramadan and so are
lines at the supermarkets, where
social distancing and COVID-19 prevention methods will rule the day.
Sami Moubayed is a regular
contributor to The Arab Weekly.

Fear of pandemic wears down Ramadan’s spirit in Egypt
Ahmed Megahid

Cairo

E

very year during the Islamic
month of Ramadan, children
would decorate the streets
of Cairo in colourful materials while elders would bring out
lights to make the nights as bright as
the days.
Food vendors, especially sellers
of nuts and dried fruit, would display their goods outside their shops
and customers would flock to the
stores to buy their share of seasonal
goods.
There would be a large lantern
at the middle of each street and alleyway of the Egyptian capital, and
lantern sellers would display their
bright, beautiful wares on their shop
shelves, ready for customers.
The sellers of knafeh, a traditional Middle Eastern pastry, would set
up tents across the city.
These sights were missing during Ramadan this year. From the
empty streets of Cairo to the Egyptian provinces, there were very few
festive displays to be seen as the Islamic month began on April 24.
Egypt’s battle against the coronavirus has taken its toll on life in this
predominantly Muslim country, including its celebration of Ramadan,
the holiest of all months in the Islamic calendar.
While Mecca in Saudi Arabia is

the birthplace of Prophet Mohammad, the site of Islam’s holiest
shrine and the centre of the Islamic
world, Egypt is nonetheless an important religious and cultural centre of Islam with its thousands of
mosques, some of them dating back
to the dawn of Islam.
The coronavirus has caused authorities to shut the doors of all
mosques, including the al-Azhar
mosque, one of the most important
seats of learning for Sunni Muslims.
The closure of the mosques
means that Egypt’s Muslims will
not be able to organise the special
Ramadan evening prayers, known

as taraweeh, for the first time in
Egypt’s modern history.
The authorities have also banned
charity banquets where the poor
usually break their fast on the
streets of Cairo and other Egyptian
cities.
The government started loosening some of its coronavirus restrictions on April 24, including the
lifting of a nationwide ban on commercial activities on Fridays and
Saturdays. It also reduced the nighttime curfew by two hours to 9pm
from the previous 7pm start. The
curfew lasts until 6am.
Contrary to expectations, few

Unusual sights. Cairo on the first Friday of the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan in the area of Bab Zuweila.

(AFP)

Egyptians are stocking up on food or
other Ramadan necessities, jeopardising the business prospects of dried
fruit and nut traders and throwing
their industry into uncertainty.
“Clients are making themselves
scarce, even as the prices are more
than 20% lower than last year’s
prices,” said Rajab al-Attar, one of
Egypt’s most prominent dried fruit
and nut traders. “The traders will
lose their investments if things remain as they are.”
Outside al-Attar’s shop, near the
crowded Attaba Market in the centre
of Cairo, few people are showing any
interest in the bags of nuts and dried
fruit on display.
Almonds, cashews, dates, raisins,
walnuts, apricots, peaches, prunes,
pistachios and hazelnuts cry for attention, but there are no takers.
Attaba Market itself, famous for
cheap clothing and kitchenware,
was closed down along with hundreds of other markets around
Egypt to prevent overcrowding and
to curb the spread of coronavirus.
Last year, Egypt spent $40 million on the import of nuts and dried
fruit, according to the Cairo Chamber of Commerce.
This year, the imports may exceed $60 million, with most of them
having entered the country in January and February before the emergence of any coronavirus infections.
Buying Ramadan-related food is
not a priority this year for the average Egyptian, as citizens shelter

from the disease.
“Everybody is sticking to the
basics,” said Karim Ahmed, a tour
guide-turned-taxi driver. “This
means that I buy the food and the
medicines my family needs everyday only.”
Ahmed, 43, had to return to Cairo
from the Red Sea resort of Hurghada, where he worked for the past
five years, in mid-March when authorities froze the tourism sector
and later suspended flights to and
from Egypt.
He now works for one of the nation’s ride-sharing services, but the
whole business has been hit hard
by measures the authorities have
implemented to stamp out the coronavirus, especially the nationwide
night-time curfew, effective since
March 25.
Other Egyptians are negatively
affected by the same measures, including millions of self-employed
craftspeople and private sector
workers. Some private employers
have slashed the salaries of their
workers while others have had to lay
off their staff.
“These conditions are affecting people’s attitudes and changing their priorities,” said Khaled alShafi, the head of local think-tank
Capital Centre for Economic Studies
and Research. “They are also killing
the spirit of the holy month.”
Ahmed Megahid is an Egyptian
reporter based in Cairo.
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Turkey’s response to
coronavirus has been
complete shambles

D

Stephen Starr

espite claims from
government officials
on April 15 that the
coronavirus threat
is “under control,”
Turkey’s response
has been little short of a disaster.
First off, the first positive case
wasn’t diagnosed until March 11.
On the same date, Germany,
whose population is similar to
Turkey’s, recorded 1,884. While
that may suggest the virus was
late getting into Turkey, the more
likely scenario is that a complete
absence of testing meant it was
spreading rampantly among the
population, unbeknown to health
officials.
Then, Turkey was weeks late in
initiating the closure of schools
and universities and finally did
so on March 16. As a result, by
April 20 Turkey had surpassed
China in its number of confirmed
coronavirus cases.
This means that the country’s
trajectory over the coming weeks
is, according to observers, very
worrying.
Analysts have argued that Turkey now finds itself in the worst
position of any emerging market.
“Ankara, however, is not prepared for the inevitable economic
slowdown,” write Aykan Erdemir
and John Lechner in US publication Foreign Policy.
“As the country’s struggling
businesses continue to experience shrinking revenues, the
lira equivalent of servicing their
foreign exchange liabilities has
grown 20 per cent over the last 12
months. Add to that the nosedive
in central bank’s net foreign currency reserves to a meagre $1.5
billion,” Erdemir and Lechner
write.
Then there’s the fact that
Turkish authorities have thought
it necessary to arrest hundreds
of people and question eight
journalists for alleged scaremongering. What’s more, the ruling
Justice and Development party
(AKP) government appears incapable of impressing upon people
the need for physical distancing.
Two weeks ago, the Hurriyet
Daily News reported the seaside
town of Bodrum as being “overcrowded.”
“We can observe from the
density of people in the streets,
marketplaces and bazaars, the
population has increased a lot,”
its mayor told the Turkish publication just a day after a 48-hour
curfew was lifted. “We had donations, but the government issued
a circular and banned them, even
though donations are permitted
in the law on municipalities,” the
mayor added.
The botched 48-hour curfew
placed on 31 provinces early April
— which gave civilians just two
hours of notice — has highlighted
the ruling AKP’s embarrassing
lack of foresight.
Ostensibly called to keep
people indoors over a warm
weekend, it instead resulted
in thousands rushing to shops
for essential supplies late on
the night of April 10. Hundreds
of people queued in front of
bakeries for hours throughout
the country and fist fights on
the streets have been a common
sight.
What’s more, the mass gatherings and crowds could, and
probably have, contributed to the
further spreading of the virus.
And, even more shambolic, it was
announced half an hour after the

statement that bakeries would
not close at all. Interior Minister Suleyman Soylu offered his
resignation following the farce,
but that was swiftly rejected by
President Recep Tayyip Erdogan.
Nonetheless, it created significant political ructions and, for
a time, served to distract Turks
from news of the virus. “Monday
morning, while the focus should
have been on how to track and
enforce self-isolation on those
who went out onto the streets
on Friday night, violating all
the rules on social distancing in
the process, the main topic of
discussion was Soylu’s political career,” wrote Hurriyet Daily
News columnist Barcin Yinanc in
the aftermath.
The political dithering has appeared in various forms. In early
March, Health Minister Fahrettin
Koca found it necessary to blame
European countries for spreading
the virus, despite the fact that ultimate responsibility for his own
people (as with every government) lies with the Turkish government. In fact, this was exactly
the sentiment Soylu expressed in
his resignation speech, stating:
“I should not have caused such
scenes in this incident, whose
responsibility belongs to us.” As a
major transit and transport route
between Europe, the Middle East
and Asia, Ankara should have
realised early on the country was
at far greater risk to mass infection than most others. Istanbul,
the tenth most-visited city in the
world last year, is today thought
to be the scene of more than
2,100 COVID-19 deaths — and that
number is rising.
By comparison, Hong Kong,
one of the world’s most popular
cities for tourists, moved quickly
to enact the single most important factor in curbing the virus:
social distancing. That meant it
has endured just four deaths and
is today largely COVID-19 free.

Analysts have argued
that Turkey now finds
itself in the worst
position of any
emerging market.
Perhaps worst of all, one of
Turkey’s top virologists,
Dr Mustafa Ulasli, spends his
days sitting on his hands. He
was fired from his position as an
academic for alleged links to the
outlawed Gulen movement in
2016. Despite since being cleared
of any wrongdoing, he said his efforts to offer help to the government have been ignored. “I’m
just sitting at home. If someone
wants any help, I’m ready to do
anything without any fee as a
volunteer … If they gave me the
opportunity, I would be able to
work with a team developing
tests to extend the diagnostic
approach,” he told The National
newspaper in Abu Dhabi last
month.
To be sure, the response is
not the fault of the government
alone. There have been reports
of people running from buses to
escape quarantine periods and
mass gatherings have continued
despite pleas from health officials. Turkey’s per capita fatality rate remains low. But with
each passing day, the number of
confirmed cases is ballooning. As
a consequence, Turkey’s darkest
days still lie ahead.
Stephen Starr is the author of
“Revolt in Syria: Eye-Witness to
the Uprising” and has lived in
Syria and Turkey since 2007.

Now the diplomatic impasse. Israelis walk past an election campaign billboard for Blue and White
candidate Benny Gantz (L) and Prime Minister Binyamin Netanyahu, last February in Ramat Gan,
Israel.
(AP)

Israeli unity government likely to proceed
with annexation in months to come

T

Gregory
Aftandilian

he April 20 deal to form
a unity government in
Israel between Prime
Minister Binyamin
Netanyahu and his
rival, Benny Gantz,
may bring some stability to Israel’s
highly fractured politics but is
likely to put a nail in the coffin
of a two-state solution as Israeli
annexation of settlements in the
West Bank will most likely proceed
in July as part of this deal.
In a surprise move, Gantz, head
of the Blue and White party, reneged on his promise not to join a
government with Netanyahu at the
helm and decided to do just that.
Gantz’s decision not only led his
partners in Blue and White to bolt
from his party (Gantz’s faction has
now been reduced to 19 out of 33
Blue and White members who won
Knesset seats), but has also given
a green light to Netanyahu and his
right-wing allies to proceed with
annexation after having insisted
that he be given veto power over
such policies.
The unity deal allows Netanyahu to remain prime minister
until October 2021 at which point
Gantz will take over that post. In
the interim, Gantz would become
defence minister, while his Blue
and White ally, Gabi Ashkenazi,
becomes foreign minister.
In addition, Gantz’s faction
will also have the justice, media,
cultural and economic portfolios,
while Netanyahu’s faction will
have the finance, health, public
security, construction and housing, transportation and education
portfolios.
Because Netanyahu’s rightwing allies are angry that so many
prominent cabinet positions are
being allotted to Gantz’s faction,
the Israeli leader agreed to create
even more cabinet portfolios — 34
in total — the largest in Israel’s
history, to accommodate them.
Although the unity deal including
these cabinet portfolios will have
to be enacted by the Knesset, there
are likely enough votes for all of
this to be approved soon.
It appears that one of the reasons why the right-wing parties
went along with this agreement
is because Gantz caved on the issue of annexation of settlements,

which has long been a goal of these
parties as well as Netanyahu’s
Likud. The unity agreement stated
that, beginning on July 1, Netanyahu will be allowed to bring the
issue of “extending sovereignty”
(essentially meaning annexation)
to the West Bank for discussion
in the cabinet and a vote in the
Knesset.
If there was any doubt over what
he signed up for, Gantz issued a
statement that said, “from July,
the presiding prime minister will
be allowed to bring President
Trump’s statement with regard to
the realisation of Israeli sovereignty to government and Parliament,
following due process.”

The April 20 deal is
likely to put a nail in
the coffin of a twostate solution as
Israeli annexation of
settlements in the
West Bank will most
likely proceed in July
as part of this deal.
Significantly, the unity deal allows only this issue — annexation
— to be brought up during the first
six months of the unity government outside of coronavirus-related legislation.
Gantz has been sharply criticised by his former allies as well
as the Israeli peace camp for
“being played” by Netanyahu.
Although Gantz was able to secure
prominent cabinet positions for
his faction and himself, his deal
with Netanyahu not only gives the
Israeli leader another chance to
remain prime minister and possibly try to seek an immunity with
a corruption trial hanging over his
head but also makes a two-state
solution virtually impossible, as
annexation of settlements could
encompass about 30% of the West
Bank.
Netanyahu and his right-wing
allies want to seize this moment
because the stars have all aligned
for them.
US President Donald Trump’s
“Peace to Prosperity” plan, unveiled on January 28, endorses
annexation, and the beginning
of July, when the Israeli government plans to move ahead with
cabinet and Knesset approval of

it, coincides with the intensification of the US presidential election
campaign.
Trump reiterated his charge a
few days ago that the Democrats
are the “anti-Israel” party, and
more of such rhetoric is expected.
Moreover, given the uncertainty
of Trump’s re-election in November, the summer is the opportune
time, from Netanyahu’s perspective, to start the annexation
process, while the Trump team is
still in place.
Indicative of this support,
Secretary of State Mike Pompeo
on April 22 said “we’re glad there’s
now a fully formed government”
in Israel, and underscored that
annexation “is an Israeli decision,” but “we’ll work closely with
them.”
As David Makovsky of the
Washington Institute for Near
East Policy has written, Pompeo’s
statement “suggests that the
Trump administration will be a
partner rather than an obstacle
in this regard and will not block
Israeli application of sovereignty.”
While Trump will tout this
stance in an effort to solidify
political support from Christian
evangelicals and conservative
elements of the American Jewish
community, liberal American Jews
have taken a different position.
In early April, 140 American
Jewish leaders sent an open letter
to Gantz and Ashkenazi, coordinated by the pro-peace Israeli
Policy Forum, calling on them to
“remain steadfast” in opposing
annexation in any unity government.
That Gantz did not do so has
not lessened this opposition to
annexation, which gives Biden,
the presumptive Democratic Party
presidential nominee, political
cover to criticise both Trump and
the Netanyahu-led government on
this issue.
This is all the more reason, in
Netanyahu’s mind, to proceed
with annexation in July and present it as a fait accompli, knowing
that Biden, even with his strong
pro-Israeli record, is opposed to
the Trump plan, especially the annexation clauses.
Gregory Aftandilian is a lecturer
at the Pardee School of Global
Studies at Boston University and
is a former US State Department
Middle East analyst. He is a
regular contributor to
The Arab Weekly.
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Washington fights
to stay in Syria game
from isolated base

T

Geoffrey Aronson

he US deployment
east of the Euphrates
in north-eastern Syria
receives the most attention, but there is
another front where US
forces are deployed that is currently
heating up — the inhospitable border region where Jordan, Syria and
Iraq meet.
The US military base at Syria’s
al-Tanf is less than 30km from the
long-shuttered Iraqi al-Walid border
crossing along the M2 highway.
The few hundred US forces based
there are in many respects orphans
of Washington’s contracting Syria
strategy — a legacy deployment
far less valuable than in the past
but not costly enough in blood or
treasure to warrant a White House
decision to withdraw.
Washington’s presence in the
region dates to 2016, when it
established a base to train forces of
the short-lived New Syrian Army
(NSA). Maghawir al-Thawra (MaT)
was born out of the NSA’s collapse
that year.
The 300-strong proxy forces of
MaT have shown little interest of
late in fighting the regime or ISIS.
Instead they rule over ever diminishing numbers of refugees in the
desert camp at Rukban nearby.
At its peak, the camp hosted
60,000. Today, as part of the ongoing effort by Damascus to reduce
the footprint of opposition forces,
thousands have left for parts of
Syria under government control.
Today barely 12,000 remain.
The couple of hundred US troops
at al-Tanf have no interest in Rukban, except to highlight Damascus’s
humanitarian shortcomings. The
camp is within the self-declared
US exclusion zone claimed by US

forces. So, as a matter of international law, the camp’s well-being is
an American responsibility, a task
Washington has, at best, only halfheartedly embraced.
In this desolate part of Syria there
is no oil to covet, nor is the MaT
anywhere close to the asset represented by the Kurdish-led Syrian
Democratic Forces (SDF).
The real estate around al-Tanf is
what keeps US forces in place – a
single highway linking Iraq and
points east (Iran) to Syria and
points west (Lebanon/Hezbollah).
These days, after the battle to
unseat Assad has failed, the sole
objective of the zone established by
Washington is to obstruct passage
along the M2 highway and to keep
the al-Walid crossing closed. US
control of this road complicates
Iran’s effort to cement a bulletproof
transport link between Iran and its
allies in Syria and Lebanon and obstructs the revival of regional trade
vital to the economic rehabilitation
of the entire Mashreq.
Jordan has just announced that,
due to concerns about the coronavirus, it will no longer allow the
transit of aid to Rukban through its
border.
In recent months, however, the
big picture around al-Tanf is being
transformed.
Although the US is loathe to
acknowledge it, al-Tanf’s value to
Washington is eroding as the US redeploys out of small isolated bases
in Iraq’s nearby Anbar province and
elsewhere, with the commensurate

Both Baghdad and
Damascus share the
strategic objective of
reasserting their
sovereign control over
their respective
borders.

Complicated challenge. Crewmen of Bradley fighting vehicles stand guard at a US military base in
north-eastern Syria, last November.
(AP)
strengthening of the presence of
the Iraqi Army and the Popular
Mobilisation Forces (PMF). Such is
the case at Bukamal, for example —
a long shuttered border crossing to
the north now open to transit from
Iraq to Syria and beyond.
In the US zone itself, the Russian
Defence Ministry and an Iranian
news outlet recently highlighted
what was described as the surrender of some MaT forces and equipment to the Syrian Army.
Earlier this week, SANA reported
that a recent attack in Damascus
was tied to the Military Operations
Centre (MOC) — the Amman-based
command centre run by Washington to coordinate anti-regime
efforts around its base at al-Tanf.
Whether such incidents occurred
is not the most important point. For
those opposing
Washington’s presence, there is
obvious advantage in highlighting
problems – even if they are manufactured – for the US in the faraway
desert outpost.
What cannot be denied, however, is the fact of a new phase in
Iraqi and Syrian efforts — together
with their allies and proxies — to

increase pressure on the border
region at American expense.
Washington is far from rolling
over in the face of this campaign.
It continues to tout its presence in
central Syria. On April 10, for example, it distributed pictures of its top
of the line F-35A Lightning II fighter
jet, “strik[ing] at extremist organisations in Syria despite COVID-19,
reflecting the worldwide unity to
see an enduring defeat delivered
against Daesh.”
Along the Iraq-Syria frontier
however, the trend leads in another
direction. Earlier this month a
combined operation of the Iraqi
army and the Popular Mobilisation
Forces (PMF) — “Victory Heroes
2” — deployed 8 brigades along the
frontier region.
This operation was facilitated by
the removal of US forces from the
Iraqi base at al-Qaim controlling the
approach to the border crossing at
Bukamal. Qaim-Bukamal is now the
only crossing on the Iraqi-Syrian
border that is officially operated by
the Iraqi and Syrian governments.
Such developments suggest that
the day is not far off when Iraq,
with the collaboration of the PMF

elements, will control its entire
western border.
Syria’s challenge in this regard
is, if anything, more complicated.
The al-Walid border crossing is
closed because of the US presence
at al-Tanf. Assad is also challenged
to contain the scattered but deadly
ISIS presence in the Badia region
south-west of Deir ez-Zor, where an
ISIS attack recently killed 27 regime
forces.
Both Baghdad and Damascus
share the strategic objective of reasserting their sovereign control over
their respective borders. Attaining
this objective requires a de facto
partnership to undertake complementary campaigns on both sides
of the border. The incremental
success of this effort will increase
the isolation of the small and
increasingly strategically insignificant US position at al-Tanf, offering
US President Donald Trump yet
another reason to close the books
on America’s costly adventure in
As-Sham.
Geoffrey Aronson is a non-resident
scholar at the Middle East Institute
in Washington.

Strategic repositioning of troops preserves
Washington’s place in Iraq but for how long?

T

Nazli Tarzi

he inclination to celebrate the repositioning of American troops
from five military sites
to smaller bases as
Iraq’s “long-awaited
withdrawal” has subsided as
headlines probe Washington’s
intentions. What pundits initially
cheered as a withdrawal stands
out as a temporary retreat. As
Iraqi actors beholden to Iran drive
towards a strategic reset of US-Iraqi
relations, their attempt to derail
America’s trajectory is unlikely
without a potential showdown.
Relations took a nosedive following a slew of rocket attacks against
American personnel by Iranbacked paramilitaries aligned with
the Popular Mobilisation Forces
(PMF). This, since January, caused
a noticeable shift in Washington’s
operational priorities. No longer
solely fixed on the preservation
of its political supremacy inside
Iraq’s domestic arena, Washington
is re-channelling its energies and
resources to confront the threat
ardent militias pose to its security
interests.
“The US is not withdrawing from
Iraq,” an unnamed American State

Department official told Abu Dhabi
newspaper The National.
“We are committed to a partnership and friendship with Iraq.”
In contrast to the consistency of
American policy thinking, actors
Washington courted in 2003 are
switching gears, resolved to end
their 17 year-old alliance of convenience.
Militias loyal to Iran are raising
the ante as Baghdad finds itself
caught in the middle of what
former Prime Minister Adel AbdulMahdi described as the “politics
of you are with us or against us”
— alluding, however, not to the
pressure applied by Tehran but by
Washington. The resignation of
Iraq’s latest Prime Minister-designate Adnan al-Zurfi — who was
replaced by militia-approved exintelligence chief Mustafa Kadhimi
— opens a strategic window for Iran
to test the limits of its rivalry with
America to stay top dog.
Unlike the honeymoon phase of
the Washington-Baghdad relationship, the dwindling cast of players
on which America can co-opt
explains its altered operational
designs that advance military endgoals before defence diplomacy.
American officials have confirmed
that Patriot missile launchers have
been relocated to Ain Al-Asad
airbase and a shorter range rocket
defence system at Camp Taji.
In late March, Parliamentary

Security and Defence Committee member Karim Muhamadawi
hinted at the inevitable eventuality
of an American attack against PMF
positions, stressing that “Iraqis are
ready for all options.”
Posturing from Iraq’s newest militia, the League of Revolutionaries
(Usbat al-Thaireen), epitomises
their patron’s antagonistic stance
towards America, as distilled in the
group’s recent propaganda drone
footage in which it claims to have
identified key military positions
and US aircrafts at Ain Al-Asad
airbase. “We are monitoring your
movements,” one video concluded
in a direct warning to America.
America’s intention to pursue aggressive action against
Iran’s proxies has been widely
condemned in press circles but
mirrors Iranian tactics against
US positions in Iraq following US
President Donald Trump’s order to
assassinate Iranian Major-General
Qassem Soleimani of the Islamic
Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC)
in Iraq in January. Kata’ib Hezbollah retaliated a week later, firing “a
volley of rockets” at Camp Taji that
killed three US coalition personnel,
the New York Times reported at the
time.
Earlier this month, Trump
warned Iran that it “will pay a
heavy price” for any “sneak attack
on US troops and/or assets in Iraq.”
Iranian attempts to crank up the

pressure to fast-track America’s departure by legislative means have
been in haste. The strategy has
failed to yield the desired outcome
even since Iraq’s parliament voted
in favour of expelling American
and foreign troops — a decision
whose symbolic value outweighs
its viability.
These moves intend to undermine security cooperation between
Washington and Baghdad, whose
fate since 2003 is a matter no
longer contemplated by its people
alone.
Since October 2019, Iraqi masses
took to the streets in protest
against the political order and
countries freeloading off Iraq’s
resources. Opposition to America’s
overstay was a marked feature of
these uprisings but more pronounced was the people’s denouncement of Iranian encroachment in their country.
It is fair to say that the two
warring powerhouses have dia-

Contrary to wishful
thinking by Iraq’s
pro-Iran camp,
American presence
cannot be eradicated
at the speed of a
lightning bolt.

metrically opposed methods while
sharing the same goal: uncontested
influence over Iraq’s resources and
key institutions.
America’s repositioning move
buys Washington time needed to
solidify its presence and relocate
its automated air defence system
to intercept Iranian missiles. Its
use will not be without lethal and
profound consequences, however.
Contrary to wishful thinking by
Iraq’s pro-Iran camp, American
presence, which stretches across
14 military positions in Iraq’s north
and west, cannot be eradicated at
the speed of a lightning bolt. But
pressure will continue to mount as
General Frank McKenzie, commander of US Central Command,
previously told the Senate Armed
Services
Committee.
However, military dominance
alone cannot guarantee Washington’s place in Iraq. Bilateral
security relations must be mended,
which requires trusted friends that
America currently lacks. Militias
will seize on the chance to exploit
these weaknesses to establish
favourable conditions that protect
its status-quo in Iraq and only time
will tell how fruitful Tehran’s alliance with the newest Kadhimi-led
government will be.
Nazli Tarzi is an Arab Weekly
correspondent in London.
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Iraq reduces by 75%
its imports of Iranian
gas and electricity
The Arab Weekly staff

Baghdad

I

n a surprise move, the Iraqi Ministry of Electricity revealed it
had reduced its imports of electricity and natural gas from Iran
by 75% and that it was approaching
the goal of self-sufficiency in generating electric power.
Analysts say this move indicates
that Baghdad may have been told
by Washington that the US will soon
be revoking the waiver extended to
Iraq from the US sanctions imposed
on Iran.
The US administration has been
automatically renewing every three
months the waiver granted to Iraq
from the sanctions imposed on Iran
two years ago. The last waiver ran
out on March 31 and was extended
by one month only.
The electricity ministry’s spokesperson, Ahmed al-Abadi, said “the
electricity produced by the country’s
power plants is sufficient to cover
the local needs continuously, except
for Saladin and Nineveh provinces,
where electric power is available at
the rate of 20 hours per day.”

Iraq’s decision to stop
relying on Iranian
electricity and gas supplies
seems surprising in light of
the divisions among
political parties and loyalty
of many of them to Tehran.
Abadi was quoted in a report published by the government newspaper Al-Sabah as saying that “the increase in the supply is due to lower
loads and the operation of new generating units, in addition to clement
temperatures.”
“The current volume of electricity production in Iraq is estimated at
13400 megawatts, and based on this
data, the Ministry of Electricity has
deliberately reduced the volume of
electricity imported via land lines
from the Iranian side, as well as the
import of gas used to power the generating plants,” he added.
He pointed out that the Iranian
side was providing Iraq with approximately 4500 GW of energy through
a mixture of direct electricity supplies with a capacity of 1200 MW
and gas to power production plants
that contribute approximately 3300
MW to the electricity grid.
He explained that the Ministry of
Electricity is currently holding on
to one supply line from Iran to supply about 350 MW of electricity to
Diyala Province. The ministry used
to import up to 1200 MW from Iran
through four supply lines.
Abadi also revealed that the ministry has considerably reduced its
imports of Iranian natural gas and

that it has stopped the supply of
Iranian gas to the power plants in
southern Iraq. One gas pipeline
from Iran used to supply the power
plants at Bassamia, Mansourieh, AlQuds and Al-Sadr. The Iraqi Ministry
of Oil is now in charge of providing
the needed supply of gas.
Iraq’s decision to stop relying
on Iranian electricity and gas supplies seems surprising in light of the
reigning divisions among the political parties and the loyalty of many
of them to Tehran.
Iraqi Oil Minister Thamer alGhadban revealed last week that
the Ministry of Oil is close to adding
about a billion standard cubic feet
of associated gas per day to the national production.
International reports have revealed that Iraq imports natural gas
from Iran at prices way above the
prices of the international market,
and this despite the fact that Baghdad had doubled its investments to
use associated gas and even exported a good part of it.
Ghadban said “the Ministry of Oil
is committed to the optimal use of
the gas associated with oil production in order to cover the local need,
including supplying electricity power plants, and to stopping the import
of energy from abroad.” He pointed
out that the ministry had signed two
major contracts to harness 750 million standard cubic feet of associated gas from the oil fields of Halfaya
in the provinces of Maysan and Artawi in the province of Basra last year.
The minister stressed that the government and the Ministry of Oil are
seriously committed to achieving
self-sufficiency in gas and dispensing with its import. The ministry is
currently working on developing
the extraction of free gas in the Akkas field in Anbar and Mansourieh
in Diyala, which would shore up the
country’s gas production capabilities.
Baghdad had previously insisted
that it still badly needed Iranian gas
supplies to feed its electricity sector,
especially in the summer when temperatures soar to more than 500 C.
Just this past April 14, Ghadban had
ruled out stopping gas imports from
Iran to supply Iraqi electricity power
plants.
With the deadline of the American waiver running out at the end of
the month, and as it nears the summer season when electricity consumption soars, Iraq will be facing a
tough test if Washington requires it
to commit to observing US sanctions
on Iran.
The Iraqi government does not
provide accurate annual estimates
of the volumes of electricity and gas
it imports from Iran, which confirms
that the matter is less related to
Baghdad’s need and more dependent on Tehran’s ability to provide
what is required.

Deadline. A Gas flare burning in the Zubair-1 storage zone of the Zubair
oil field, located around 20km (12.4 miles) south-west of Basra in
southern Iraq.
(AFP)

Market turbulence. A Saudi man stands in front of a screen of stock prices in Riyadh, March 15.

(Reuters)

Saudi Aramco navigates
uncharted waters amid
global oil rout

S

Jareer Elass

audi Aramco is navigating uncharted waters as
it faces a possible lengthy
recovery in global oil demand and crude prices.
The unprecedented
agreement by OPEC members and
independent producers to take a
historic amount of oil off the market beginning next month means
that even as the Saudi state oil and
gas giant is slashing its crude production, it is aggressively working
to secure market share in at least
one priority market through pricing, volume and deferred payment
incentives.
OPEC leader Saudi Arabia was a
principal player in the historic midApril agreement by a collective of
major oil producers to reduce global oil supplies by at least 15 million
barrels a day (bpd) beginning May 1
in response to the crushing impact
of the coronavirus pandemic on
global oil demand.
In helping negotiate the pact,
the kingdom ended a month-long
price war with Russia involving
elevated oil output that contributed to a steep decline in oil prices
and added to the global oil glut.
Concerns over whether the drastic
actions taken by the group of oil
producers will be enough to match
the 20-30% plunge in worldwide
demand, as global storage facilities fill up with unwanted crude
barrels, saw the May contract price
of US benchmark crude West Texas
Intermediate slide sharply into
negative territory for the first time
on April 20.
With Saudi Arabia accepting a
2.5 million bpd output cut as part
of the global reduction deal, Saudi
Aramco reported April 17 that it
would be supplying domestic and
foreign customers with 8.5 million
bpd beginning May 1, down from
the company’s peak output of
around 11 million bpd reached during the brief price war.

Saudi Aramco is making sure
there is no erosion in its largest
customer base — the Asian market
— because of lower demand and
strong competition from other producers that also target that region,
particularly Russia.
The Saudi state energy firm in
recent years has dedicated nearly
three-quarters of its crude exports
to Asian clients. In 2019, the kingdom overtook Russia as China’s
largest crude supplier, exporting
1.67 million bpd to Asia’s largest
oil-consuming nation, compared
with Moscow’s 1.55 million bpd.
Saudi Aramco is reportedly supplying its Asian customers with 4
million bpd of its crude exports in
May, down approximately 2 million
bpd from pre-pandemic levels.
The company has informed some
of its Asian clients that they will
be receiving their full contractual
volumes for May, although it is
adjusting the ratio of its supplies to
boost its more profitable Arab Light
sales at the expense of Arab Heavy
supplies.

Given the current
market turmoil, the
Saudi oil and gas
conglomerate is
rejecting some of the
speculation regarding
its marketing moves
in key markets.
The Saudi state oil firm sliced its
official selling prices (OSP) for its
crude grades to Asia for the second
month running, signalling not only
that it is heeding Asian customers’ requests for better terms amid
weak demand but that it is fending
off efforts by other producers to
encroach on Saudi market share in
the region.
After Riyadh launched its price
war in March, Saudi Aramco immediately announced a record cut in
its April OSPs for its Asia-destined
barrels, amounting to $4-$6 price
reductions. Its May OSPs for Asian

customers amounted to a further
$2.95-$5.50 drop.
Given the current market turmoil, the Saudi oil and gas conglomerate is rejecting some of the
speculation regarding its marketing
moves in key markets. In response
to a media report saying that Saudi
Aramco was offering some struggling Asian and European refiners
90-day deferred payment options,
the Saudi firm stated on April 15
that “contrary to a recent media
report, Aramco has not made any
offers of extended payment terms
to crude oil sales.”
A report by oil tanker analytics
firm Tanker Trackers that Saudi
crude exports to the United States
doubled from February to March
to more than 800,000 bpd and
that the higher March volume
would be matched in April was
similarly dismissed. A Saudi oil
official insisted that the kingdom’s
allocations for US-bound volumes for April were set at roughly
600,000 bpd — an insignificant
increase over the first-quarter
monthly average.
The effort to clarify the volume
of Saudi exports to the US may
have been in response to a push
by US Senator Kevin Cramer, a
Republican from North Dakota, for
US President Donald Trump to use
his executive authority to halt current Saudi crude volumes, headed
to the US and expected in May, to
protect the hard-hit domestic oil
industry. Asked about Cramer’s
proposal during an April 20 press
conference, Trump said, “We
certainly have plenty of oil, so I’ll
look at it.”
Prior to the historic agreement
by OPEC and independent producers reached two weeks ago, the US
president had threatened to slap
tariffs on Saudi and Russian oil
imports if Riyadh and Moscow did
not end the price war and foster a
multi-producer accord to respond
to the precipitous drop in global oil
demand.
Jareer Elass reports from
Washington on energy issues for
The Arab Weekly.
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Syrian volunteers of Lüneburg (R to L): Dr Ahmed Abdelgouad, Waled Alazooalabed, Ramadan Airout, Abdul Rahman Rashak and Muhammad Ammar Alsaadi.

(Landeszeitung)

In the face of pandemic,
a blossoming of Arab
creative initiatives
Imen Boudali

I

n spite of its immeasurable
negative effects, the coronavirus pandemic has inspired
people in the Arab world to
come together and help each
other. Countless initiatives have
emerged in Arab countries, highlighting both creative genius and
compassion.
From the production of 3D
masks to disinfection operations
and financial donations to help the
most underprivileged, Arab citizens have been setting an example
for weeks through their charitable
and voluntary actions. At the forefront of efforts to find solutions are
engineers.
In Morocco, a group of engineers
in Tangier have decided to take
action by manufacturing medical
equipment for hospitals, especially masks, producing 2,000 units
in fewer than 48 hours. A private
company has donated the required
Plexiglas free of charge.
Originally from the coastal city
of Monastir, two Tunisian citizens
have also decided to use their free
time to support the country in its
fight against the coronavirus: Afif
Zaguia and Hichem Haddad are
working to repair broken medical
devices in hospitals.
The two maintenance engineers

put out a call for volunteers and
announced their willingness to
repair all damaged medical equipment in Tunisian hospitals, free of
charge.
“Ligne de Vie” or “Life Route,”
a project developed by a team
of Tunisian engineers and architects, is also attracting attention.
The group of six came together
to transform a train into a mobile
hospital destined for disadvantaged areas, transporting medical
teams, medicines and coronavirus
screening tests.
Palestinian brothers Yazeed and
Mufeed Alawneh, both engineers,
have been working tirelessly in
their small workshop in the town
of Jaba, south of Jenin. They invented the “sterilisation accelerator device” to reduce the spread of
the coronavirus. It took them two
days to put the device together to
help their town and neighbouring
villages minimise the effects of the
outbreak.
With a lot of time on their hands
now, students are participating as
well and helping out after the suspension of classes.
In Tizi Ouzou, east of Algiers,
pharmacy and chemistry students
from the Mouloud-Mammeri University were among the first to
make hydro-alcoholic solutions.
Besides medical equipment, volunteers in the port city of Oran

Palestinian engineers Yazeed and Mufeed Alawneh in their workshop.
(Odai Daibas)

also take care of food supplies,
coordinating with authorities and
delivering meals to hospitals.
Tunisians saluted the gesture of
President Kais Saied, who officially supported the 3D-printed protective mask project launched by
a team of young engineering students from the city of Sousse. The
head of state decided to provide
them with the necessary material
and logistical support as a way to
thank them for their idea, which
has helped several hospitals and
inspired others to take their own
initiatives.
Students from the National Institute of Applied Sciences and
Technology (INSAT), one of the
most
prestigious
engineering
schools in the capital Tunis, have
used artificial intelligence to develop an app, based on X-rays, that
detects the virus. The proposed
algorithms have shown promising
results with a 92% accuracy rate in
record time, announced the institute’s online magazine.
In addition to engineers and students, other citizens are helping
with efforts to fight the coronavirus on a daily basis.
In the United Arab Emirates, a
citizen named Ali Ahmed Bani Yashas moved out of his house, located in Al-Nouf, Sharjah, and made it
available to the Ministry of Health
for quarantine purposes, if needed. He explained that this decision
comes from his sense of social responsibility and duty towards his
country and countrymen.
Similarly, a number of Egyptians
living abroad, and currently in
quarantine in their home country,
launched an initiative to support
the Egyptian efforts in the face of
the virus by donating to the “Long
Live Egypt” fund, which is responsible for the quarantine expenses
for returnees from abroad.
Some Yemeni activists have also
launched an action in which they
call on property owners to exempt
tenants from paying rent for this
month.
Saudi businesswoman Maryam Mutairi was among the most
talked-about personalities in recent weeks, thanks to her significant participation in the kingdom’s efforts to combat the spread
of the virus.

Tunisian designer Myriam Riza adjusts an embellished protective
mask on a mannequin at the Tunis workshop of her haute couture
Miss Anais brand, which donates masks daily to staff at hospitals
that care for COVID-19 patients.
(AFP)
She launched three separate initiatives, including the distribution
of sterilisers, safety gloves and
masks to police officers deployed
on the roads; allocating her company’s cars to deliver orders from
pharmacies to citizens’ homes free
of charge until the end of the curfew; and donating a building with
30 medical beds to the Ministry of
Health.

From the production of 3D
masks to disinfection
operations and financial
donations to help the most
underprivileged, Arab
citizens have been setting
an example of empathy
through their charitable and
voluntary actions.
Citizens of all stripes have shown
determination to help in their own
way. An outstanding example has
been recorded at Manouba prison
in Tunisia, where female prisoners are voluntarily manufacturing
nearly 750 face masks a day.
Haute Couture is also participating in national efforts to combat
the virus. Following the example
of Gucci, Armani and Prada, the
Tunisian house Miss Anaïs has
committed to manufacturing protective masks. Mother and daughter, Raoudha and Myriam, are offering their products for free to
several hospitals in the country.
Women in the Zaatari camp for
Syrian refugees in Jordan are also
doing all they can to help with the
means at their disposal. Trained
by the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees (UNHCR),
they are making organic disinfectant soap from scratch to support
their families and give a hand to
the community.

Several countries, such as Oman,
are focusing on citizens’ mental
health given the difficulty and
sensitivity of the unprecedented
situation. Muscat’s Al Masarra
Hospital launched an awareness
initiative titled “Let us agree” to
raise morale and highlight the stories of those recovering from the
virus in a positive way.
The service is provided through
social media, audiovisual or by
phone and it aims to provide psychological support to everyone.
Arab expats are also participating and launching initiatives abroad. A group of Syrians
have been the focus of German
media attention for their act of
compassion.
Aged between 14 and 23, six
young people living in the city of
Luneburg have been offering assistance to the sick and elderly. They
have also given out their phone
numbers so that anyone can call
and ask for help if they need it.
“This initiative is not only a
reciprocated
gesture
towards
Germany, which welcomed the
Syrians, but a part of their deeprooted habits,” said the local newspaper Landes Zeitung.
An inspiring example also comes
from Wuhan, China, where Moroccan student Bahaeddine El Idrissi Lamsarhri decided to remain
rather than return home. He chose
to devote himself to volunteering
in the city where the coronavirus
outbreak was first reported.
“I was one of the students who
volunteered to manage the crisis
with the university administration, helping to get food and supplies to the campus,” he proudly
told local media.
Imen Boudali is a Tunis-based
journalist and contributor to
The Arab Weekly.

